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NUMBER 7

EDITORIALS
Lives of
Great Calvinists
you visit Geneva you will not fail to see
W HEN
the Monument of the Reformation. It faces
the University of Geneva, the institution originally
founded by John Calvin and at the time known as
Calvin College (College de Calvin). .The monument
is a massive creation built against an embankment.
All the way along the front of it extends an artificial
lily pond. The center of the structure is the monu· t s of f_our 1arge fig ures, a 11 of
men t proper an d cons1s
men prominent in the Calvinistic Reformation. These
four are Farel, Calvin, Beza, and Knox. John Knox,
a devoted disciple of Calvin, brought the Calvinistic
Reformation from Geneva to Scotland. Beza became
Calvin's successor at Geneva and was the first President (Rector) of Calvin College. The central figure
of this quartet is, of course, Calvin himself. But he
does not stand first. Farel, standing to Calvin's right,
is the first. Farel was by twenty years Calvin's
senior. In fact, Farel brought Calvin to Geneva. He
is the impetuous preacher who adjured the youthful
Calvin, then barely 27, to stay at Geneva and assume
the spiritual leadership of the Reformation just begun in that city, when the latter stopped there over
night on his way to Italy. Farel and Calvin belong
together. Together they were exiled from the city
which owed so much to them, when the party of
the opposition succeeded in gaining control of the
city government. Farel should be better known to
all Calvinists. He was fiery. He was impetuous. In
fact, the youthful Calvin was awed by him when he
adjured him in the name of God that the curse of
heaven would come upon him if he failed to meet
the challenge which the incipient reformation in
Geneva presented to him. You will understand Calvin better when you have met Guillaume Farel.
THE CALVIN FORUM introduces you to William Farel,
as he is known in English. Professor Kromminga
offers in this issue a brief biography of this flaming
prophet of the Genevan Reformation. It is the first
of a series of brief biographies of great Calvinists
which he and Professor Van Andel have consented
to write for our magazine. They will be brief. Be
sure to read them from month to month. We must
make history live. We must make our Calvinistic

past real and gripping to the coming generation. May
the series of brief sketches begun in this issue make
its. contribution toward making the great men of
God among our spiritual ancestors live in the Calc. B.
vinistic consciousness of our day!

State and
Church in

Politics

THE problem of the relationship between Church

and State is by no means a settled one. Theoretically we may have a solution, but practically the
case is still wide open. It bobs up at every recurring
election. There was a blast of protest articulated by
some of the religious press in this country, when a
plea was made in Maryland to vote for a Republican
ticket because those in authority were characterized
by a disproportionate number of men from the
Roman Catholic Church. Of course, the Roman
Catholic clergy quite appropriately protested. But
on the other hand-the Bishop of New York issued a
pastoral letter (which is admittedly something of a
real pressure) and urged his parishioners to vote
for a certain amendment granting definite favors to
the parochial schools. The Protestant press has become alarmed about the fact that an American
Cardinal visiting Italy was received by the American Diplomatic Staff with such honors as are accorded only to the highest government officials short
of the President. They are asking, Is that the beginning of an exchange of diplomatic relationship
between Washington and Vatican City? And
the political leaders have themselves agitated this
thing by appealing to an ecclesiastical body, either
directly or through the services of some honored
leader of the body, the vote of whose constituency
they were soliciting. This is certainly no practical
separation between Church and State. It is the very
opposite. A keen observer of this country's affairs
has gone so far as to declare that every political contest is at bottom an issue between Catholicism and
Protestantism. One may question the judgment, yet
he cannot but be alarmed when the religious issues
in our politics have become so observable as to call
forth such judgment. This country needs badly not
merely a theoretical but also a. practical separation
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between Church and State. We have not yet learned
the meaning of the words, "Render to Caesar the
things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that
are God's."
H. S.

Is There Hope
in Our Democracy?
that usually follows the excitement of
T HEthe lull
holiday period has nc:it removed the disquiet
with which the country and congress face the future.
This interval of apparent inactivity before our legislators came to grips with their tasks offers us the
opportunity we need to consider our problems
objectively.
It may disturb our peace of mind but it must be
frankly acknowledged that we have still to face a
relief problem as serious as we have ever known.
We have to extend social insurance to larger numbers and in ways not yet attempted. We have
frankly to face the question as to the best method
of financing this insurance. We must now, with
capital and labor achieving a measure of accord, support these relations with wise legislation. We must,
with real concern, face the threat involved in constantly increasing expenditures and deficits. We
must realize the need of meeting these now, or
eventually, by means of increased taxes, and realize
what that will mean to our economic organization.
And we must still admit and be ready to deal with
the constant and ominous threat of inflation.
There is hope that some progress will be made
toward a solution of these problems. We accept todav the need of Government assistance for depend. ent children, for the aged, the blind, and the crippled.
There is little criticism now of the general principle
of social insurance, and there is general recognition
of the fact that in times of stress society through the
government must prevent the terrible results of economic maladjustments.
Increased knowledge has dulled the edge of sharpened tempers. A review of history has revealed that
men have always had to resort to some kind of public
assistance or control in time of need. The class
assisted may not always have been the same, nor the
methods of relief used, but the fact of such assistance can not now be disputed. we are beginning to
realize, as the evidence proves, that we shall ~ave a
continuing problem of relief. We know that m December, 1938, there were approximately 22,000,000
persons on relief in this country, and that in the most
prosperous of recent years, in September, 1937, there
were 13,500,000 persons receiving government assistance. And we are now reliably informed that about
75 % of those receiving relief in 1937 will never be in
the market for jobs. Assuming this to be true we
shall have to care for some 10,000,000 persons for
years to come, at an approximate cost of two and one
half billion dollars a year. We shall have to admit
that if relief burdens are to be equalized the Federal
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Government will have to continue to pay a large part
of this bill and will, therefore, have to assume a part
of the control. In this country experience has taught
us that we must take care of the large number who
need relief first, before we can provide adequate
and reliable social insurance; that we should not
proceed the other way as England did, provide insurance first and let the insurance organizations take
care of the difficult problem of relief. We have
learned that some of, the talk of balancing the budget
is idle talk, in which no thought has been given to
the continuing need of assuming these new burdens.
But we are beginning to realize, and to admit also,
that our organization for attack on these problems
has been hasty, inefficient, and costly. And, although emergency governmental measures may
necessitate borrowing, we must now admit, after
eight years of depression, that we cannot forever go
on borrowing to meet our needs. Thus we shall have
to weigh the relative advantages and disadvantages
of imposing taxes that may become so burdensome
as to retard recovery, and of offering assistance to
dependents in order to restore purchasing power.
Time and experience are tempering our reactions
even to proposals that may affect our position and
our comfort. The consequences of jumping to conclusions and taking extremist positions have taught
many the lesson that "A soft answer turneth away
wrath." Business and Government have apparently
stopped their "saber-rattling." Business executives
have come to realize, as one of their spokesmen has
put it, that, "Management must realize its obligation
to the society of which it is a part," and that, "society
is the sole arbiter of what it considers right, and
Management must conform." In this spirit there has
been a widespread recognition of changed labor relations, even of willingness to give the Wagner Act
a try. And just as Management and Labor appear
to be striking some accord there is reason to hope
that Government and Business may learn to get
along together.
The last generation has witnessed a marvelous
change in the instruments available to man in his
struggle to make a living. The apparent change in
attitudes revealed in the last few months permits
the hope and even the expectation that in this country our technical advances may be used for the good
of all. Only such a change in attitude will enable us
to continue our democratic organization. H.J. R.

A Return
to Religion?
return to the emphasis on Democracy has
T HEbrought
out anew the proposition that Democracy is akin to Religion. Now, the devout Christian
will undoubtedly agree that a real profession and
practice of Christianity will make for democratic
rather than autocratic or oligarchial government.
He will, perhaps, concede that there is much in truly
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democratic sentiment that reminds one of the religious. These sentiments do have this in common,
for example, that in the expression of both one regards one's self and others in the light Of an ideal,
or end, that includes both. The Christian does not
consider it strange that in troublous times the
crumbling of democratic institutions and the loss of
personal rights, should recall men to their religious
heritage. He would not however, identify the two,
and certainly not the authority of the two.
After all why should the business man add to his
concern for profits a consideration of the good of the
community? Why should the laborer restrain his
, bitterness, why should the politician curb his greed?
Is there anything so compelling in our social relationships, in our democratic institutions, in the
revelations of science, as to induce men to take the
long range point of .view that they should? It would
seem not. Our life is so fragmentary, it changes so
rapidly. There seems to be no definite framework
into which we can fit it, no final point of reference
to which we can refer it. Only in moments of great
and dire need are we moved to think in terms of
others as well as of ourselves.
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Small wonder then that writers such as Walter
Lippmann should feel the need of urging men to
turn to religion, to turn again to the foundations
upon which the fathers of this country attempted to
found our civilization and culture. Surprising, however, that even men of science should, as they recently did in one of the sectional meetings of one of
the learned societies, ask whether science can
answer the question, "What is right?" and "What is
wrong? or whether it should leave these questions
to religion. Many are asking these questions today
and are indeed suggesting a return to religion. The
religion is too often, however, one of man's own
making, and the authority no more final than man's
own achievements, his own human institutions.
Our vexing problems will not be solved unless they
can be referred to a God who is more than man,
who does not realize himself in man, yet one to
whom man does have access. It is indeed praiseworthy that Walter Lippmann and others call us
back to the professions of our forefathers, but we
should realize that God Himself, through the very
events of the day as well as through His Word, is
pointing out to us the way if we have eyes to see and
ears to hear.
H.J. R.

SAINT PAUL IN ITALY
Albertus J. Rooks
Professor of Latin Language and Literature, Calvin College

PAUL first set foot on Italian soil at
SAINT
Rhegium which is at the toe of Italy. In a round
about way Saint Paul and his company came here
from Syracuse, an important city on the Eastern
coast of the island Sicily seventy miles away from
Rhegium. Syracuse again is full eighty miles north
from the island of Malta, formerly called Melita.
This island was and still is a very significant island
for voyagers. It lies almost midway between the
Straits of Gibraltar at the west end of the long
Mediterranean Sea and the Suez Canal at its East
end. The island is particularly significant because
it serves as a coaling station for steamships which
make their journey from one end to the other of this
great sea. Paul's unusual experiences at Malta are
vividly portrayed in the twenty-seventh and twentyeighth chapters of Acts.
After one day's stay at Rhegium the company
continued the voyage and fifteen miles north from
Rhegium the ship made passage through the narrow,
treacherous Strait of Messina bordered by the wellknown dangerous rocks, the Scylla and the Charybdis, so often referred to in literature. Here in the
course of time many a ship has foundered and many
a life has been lost. The Scylla is represented as
monstrous rocks jutting forth from the Italian side
and the Charybdis as subterranean rocks and whirl-

pool near the Sicilian coast. The Greek poet Homer
says of this:
"Dire Scylla, there a scene of horror forms,
And here Charybdis fills the deep with storms."

And Virgil, the Roman poet, expresses it thus:
"Then catch one glimpse of Scylla's cell
And hear those grisly hell-hounds yell."

A few years ago the writer made the trip from
Naples to Greece and the Adriatic Sea via this noted
Strait. A special pilot familiar with the rocks above
and below the surface of the flood conducted our
boat safely through. Although there was nothing
stirring on the passage, yet it gave him a thrill at
this unusual experience. It would seem that the
journey is not now accompanied by those dangers
with which they were in ancient times. It is somewhat strange that Julius the Centurion, who was in
charge of Paul and the other prisoners, did not make
the longer course around the southern coast of Italy
and then on to Puteoli which was frequently done
for the sake of safety.

Naples's Beauty is God-given
After the ship of Saint Paul and his company had
passed safely through these treacherous shoals, it
sailed along the coast and across the noted Bay of
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Naples to Puteoli. In ancient days Puteoli was the the world city, he thanked God and took courage.
chief port of Southern Italy but in later centuries
Commentators have said that these words imply
Naples, derived from Neapolis meaning new city, that Paul had been depressed in spirit and have
became the chief port and lies eight miles farther ascribed it to various causes.
East. The Bay of Naples was and still is one of the
In this connection the question suggests itself,
finest, largest, and busiest harbors in the world. It What did Saint Paul do during his stay of seven
is in the form of a concave semi-circle and the ends days at Puteoli before going on to Rome and what
of it are something like twenty-five miles apart and experiences did he encounter which brought on his
the distance is full forty miles along the coast line. lowness of spirits? It is safe to accept that Saint
The open half on the west side has several small Paul visited and met with the Christians in Puteoli
islands and so the immense bay forms a huge harbor and vicinity to comfort and instruct them. We may
in which hundreds of boats of all types and sizes be assured that while here he was engaged in misfind shelter from the frequent storms. The whole sionary activity and in the spread of the gospel.
coast line extends from the promontory of Misenum That was Saint Paul's first and chief task and trust.
at the harbor's northwest end, where one of the But apart from this we may also suppose that Paul
Imperial fleets constantly lay at anchor, to its south- was interested in God's great works in nature as it
eastern limit where is the infamous island of appeared in and around Puteoli, and in the promCapreae (Capri) ever associated with the gross im- inent men of that time who left their impress of
morality and vicious idleness of Emperor Tiberius significance upon the Roman world, be it for good
and his retinue. This whole coastline was dotted or for evil. It is quite obvious that during the seven
with villas and estates of the noble and wealthy days at Puteoli, Paul made inquiry about Emperor
amid the numerous villages and cities. Numerous Nero. It was he to whom Paul had appealed when
incidents could be related which happened here and he appeared before Festus and from whom he reSaint Paul may have been reminded of several of ceived the significant reply, "Thou hast appealed
these as he was making his course toward the end unto Caesar, unto Caesar thou shalt go" (Acts 25:
11and12).
of his sea journey.
The people of ancient days were attracted here
The Wicked Nero and His Wicked Mother
because of the climatic conditions and delightful
Only two years previous to Paul's arrival at
scenery. Apart from a few hours at midday, cool
breezes from the southwest temper the heat of the Puteoli, Emperor Nero perpetrated a heinous crime
other hours of the day, and so delightful summers at Baiae, a town given to the gratification of luxuri. are afforded. Usually the sky is clear and the air ous ease and base corruption, and located on the
west side of the bay almost opposite to Puteoli and
invigorating.
As you enter the bay from the west, you will ob- so only a small distance away. Here Nero had a
serve quite far to the east the curling smoke issuing country estate and it was here that Nero had arforth from the crater of the volcano of Vesuvius ranged for a luxurious banquet which was especially
which has wrought so much destruction in the planned to bring about the death of his own mother
course of centuries. All along the coast on your Agrippina under the pretense of making peace with
left you are greeted with bluffs and hills and verdant her with whom he had lived at variance for sorne
plains. It is regrettable that the Neapolitans have years. Agrippina farther back had brought about
not improved upon what nature has given them. the death of Emperor Claudius, her own husband
They are careless and slothful and are very little and had effected it in order that her son Nero, by
concerned how things under foot appear. As one a former husband, might after some years of waiting
writer expresses it, Naples's beauty is God-given and hasten his accession to the throne.
Agrippina caused the murder of Claudius prob~
she owes little or nothing to her own effort. But
despite her slothfulness, there is so much in and ably not so much to advance her son Nero but that
about Naples that charms. Goethe, the German poet, by his accession to the throne she might exercise her
felt something of this when he said that in Rome will over the affairs of the Roman Empire. Nero,
he had wished to study; in Naples he wished only in the early years of his life, was very submissive to
the wiles and whims of his mother. He was also
to live.
very docile while under the tutelage of his preceptor,
Saint Paul Depressed
the philosopher Seneca, and under Burrus, the comOne would expect that Saint Paul upon crossing mander of the Imperial Guard, but as Nero grew
this immense and remarkable bay and upon behold- older, he became weary of his tutelage and likewise
ing all this God-given beauty would have exclaimed of the overbearing supervision of his mother. Naturally Nero's assertiveness and independence did not
exuberantly with the Psalmist:
"The heavens declare the glory of God and the meet with favor from the haughty mother who had
·
firmament sheweth his handywork,'' but no, Paul paved the way for him to the throne.
The result was that in time bitter enmity arose
seems to have been depressed. After a week's stay
at Puteoli and then on his way to Rome at Appii between mother and son and soon developed into
Forum and Three Taverns he met brethren from deadly animosity. Nero began to fear for his life
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Saint Paul's Acquaintance with Nero
The question naturally suggests itself whether
Saint Paul was not aware of Caesar's criminal record
when he made his appeal to Caesar as a Roman citizen. It should be noted that his poisonings, drownings, stranglings and other types of murder were
carried on only in and about Rome. Up to this time
Nero had not carried on his base excesses away from
Italy and his record as ruler had been favorable and
considerate in the provinces. Moreover there were
no railroads, telegraph, telephones, or radios to convey messages speedily to distant lands. The great
paved roads, constructed chiefly for military purposes, to speed the legions to distant parts of the
immense Roman domain had facilitated and hastened travel, but even at best, travel was slow compared with what we are experiencing today.
It would seem that Saint Paul did not know much
if anything of Nero's eccentricities and cruelties.

Saint Paul's Contact with Rome's Greatest Poet
There is another incident or event which took
place in the immediate vicinity of Puteoli which may
have contributed also towards Saint Paul's depression. In this locality Virgil, Rome's greatest poet,
spent a good part of his later years and during the
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at her hands and so his henchmen urged Nero to
plot his mother's death. With that in mind Nero
had arranged for a splendid banquet to which his
mother was invited under the pretense of making
peace with her. He also had a magnificent boat
constructed and in this a contraption which would
let the water in after the boat had moved from
shore a distance.
Now at the close of the banquet, peace was agreed
upon by Nero and Agrippina by which all animosity
was to be set aside. This peace treaty of son and
mother was confirmed by a kiss and an embrace. To
pledge his goodwill Nero urged his mother to be
conveyed home to her estate across the Bay of
Naples by the newly constructed boat. After the
boat was out upon the sea, the trap-door fell as
planned, the water rushed in, the boat began to sink
and in her sore distress she jumped into the deep.
She was rescued by a rowboat and taken to her
home.
Naturally Nero's wicked plan had miscarried and
he was perplexed what to do. His counsellors
assured him that now his mother would certainly
plan to take his life and so they advised him to take
her life before she could make an attempt on his.
Two base men were soon found who hastened to the
palace of Agrippina, forced open the door and
stabbed her to death. Such was the end of this·
wicked woman but such was also the brutality of
Emperor Nero. It is hard to conceive of a baser
crime than this matricide and it was this Caesar to
whom Paul had made his appeal as a Roman citizen.
Small wonder it is that Saint Paul at the hearing
of this account was distressed.
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last ten years of his life ti"~aH/~atherei:l>he.r:e ;ina"'
terial for his great epic :@oe~.~i
T1he Aeneid. In, this
composition he sings the j'greatness of Eternal Rome
and its lofty purpose in~\ the world, the glory and
fame of Augustus Caesar ::md his efforts to revive
the ancient Roman religion, to stem the tide of evil
and the ever increasing immorality of ancient Rome
which was gnawing at its foundation and threatened
its decline and fall. It was also in the neighborhood
of Puteoli where Virgil gathered his material to develop his conception of Hades and the entrance to
the Hereafter.
Only a small distance to the north of Puteoli is
located Lake Avernus which name is derived from
the Greek meaning "birdless." Owing to the strong
sulphurous gases which arose from it, birds could
not live in its proximity. It was here that Virgil
pictures the opening of the descent to the underworld and the hereafter and sets forth the pathway
leading to the region beyond the Styx-on the left
to Tartarus where the punishment of the wicked
was inflicted and on the right the Elysian Fields
where the good and upright dwell in lasting bliss.
Virgil was engaged by Maecenas, the great educational secretary of Augustus Caesar, who enlisted a
score of literary men to write in the interest of and
for the welfare of Ancient Rome. Royally pensioned
so as to be free from financial worries, Virgil gave
all his time and talents to his literary efforts. And
of all the men, he seems to have pleased Augustus
Caesar most.
Saint Paul very likely knew of this great poet and
moralist and was acquainted with his poems which
were read extensively in the early Romaff schools
and were better known than any other writings.
Virgil and Saint Paul had much in common. Both
were mighty with the pen and both had lofty conceptions of life. As Virgil strove to set forth in verse
the glorification of Ancient Rome and the greatness
of Augustus Caesar, its savior, so also Saint Paul
strove to set forth in logical form and clear-cut
language the magnificence and splendor of that
spiritual Kingdom which will endure forever of
which Jesus Christ is Lord and Master.
The early Christian writers, especially Saint
Augustine, were ardent admirers of this poet and
revered him as no other pagan had been. Christian
reverence seems to have .been built upon the belief
that in the Fourth Eclogue of Virgil was a real
prophecy of the coming of Christ. There the poet
tells of the new and golden age to come during the
reign of Augustus and of the birth of a wondrous
child. The earth is to be free from guile and fear
and dread. He shall be given a life divine. Now
there is a tradition that Saint Paul once, which was
likely at this time, visited the tomb of Virgil at
Posilipo which is only a small distance east from
Puteoli. It is supposed that Saint Paul, as he stood
next to the tomb, wept and exclaimed: "O greatest
of poets what should I have made of you if I could
have found you alive?"
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Virgil was a gentle and lovable soul, modest and
retiring, capable of warm affection and fitted also to
win in return enduring esteem. He sought and loved
the truth. The truth of course not in the Christian
sense; he could go no further than the light which
he possessed. But he was in quest of truth and it
was this which Paul prized. This may have been
the occasion for the exclamation. It would seem
that Paul cherished the hope that he would have
made Virgil a Christian if he had met him alive.
This circumstance may also have contributed to
Paul's dejection and this too because missionary
activity had as yet accomplished so little along the
shores of the Bay of Naples and in the vicinity of
Rome.

Pompeii and Its Destruction
There may have been a further reason why Saint
Paul was sorrowful. Pompeii was situated about
thirteen miles southeast of Naples in the great bend
of the Bay. The destruction of this city had not yet
taken place. It was still in the height of its wealth
and glory. If Paul on his way to Puteoli proceeded
close to the coast line, he could observe the busy
traffic of this well-known city.
In 79 A. D., several years after Paul's first arrival
here, the eruption of the· mountain Vesuvius occurred which destroyed the city, and the excavations
carried on in recent years testify to its cruelty arid
baseness to both man and beast. As once God
destroyed Tyre and Sidon because of their wickedness, so also it may be said that God in his vengeance
destroyed Pompeii. Anyone who visits the ruins of
it can without much difficulty observe something of
its baseness and licentiousness.
It must have been grievous to Paul to hear of the
wickedness of this prosperous city and the more if
Christian brethren were found in this city at this
time, as likely there were. From the excavations it
has been discovered that some Christians lost their
lives in the destruction of Pompeii.

Saint Paul on the Via Appia
To mention one more incident which may have
affected Paul grievously was a scene not uncommon
on the famous Appian Road on his way from Puteoli
to Rome. This most ancient military paved road
was constructed under the direction of the blind
Appius Claudius fully three centuries before the
Christian era and extended 350 miles southeast from
Rome to Brundisium at the heel of Italy. By this
road people especially in the winter season embarked for Greece and countries farther East. This
road had an important side road, branching off at
Capua which is about 100 miles south of Rome and
leading to Puteoli and Naples. It was this branch
road leading from Puteoli to Capua and on to Rome
via Appii Forum and Three Taverns which Paul
pursued. This journey as to distance and direction
was very similar to ours from Chicago to Grand
Rapids but with this difference, we make it by aU:t.0
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in a few hours whereas Paul very likely made it on'
foot and the trip would require as many days as
hours with us.
On this much traveled road Paul likely met all
classes of people from the most noble and wealthy
to the most vile and wretched. It would not be at
all unlikely that Paul met on the way Emperor Nero
himself and his beautiful queen the impious Poppaea
Sabina. If so, a long train of attendants followed
and with it a herd of goats. The milk of these goats.
was not used to feed the many poor and destitute on
the wayside but for the bath of the queen at eventide
for the preservation of her beauty~
Whether Saint Paul chanced to meet Emperor
Nero and his wife Poppaea cannot very well be
determined but even though he did not meet them
on this journey, it is safe to conjecture that he was
told of Nero's excesses and Poppaea's consummate
skill in aiding her husband in all his atrocities.
One would say that Paul could not help but become distressed at such a scene in which we have
the appropriation of wealth and nourishment to
selfish ends in the face of dire poverty and starvation
or at such a description of this wicked man to whom
he had made his appeal as a Roman citizen for the
justification of his work and life.
Fortunately as Paul approached Rome he experienced real Christian fellowship. Christian brethren
came to meet him on the way, whom when Paul saw,
he thanked God and took courage.

CONTAMINATION
Fresh fallen snowSpotless white, pure and clean,
Unsullied by human touchHeaven's gift to earth.
So God sends His blessings
Pure and undefiled
To undeserving man;
But oh how soon those gifts
Are soiled or spurned
By sinful you and me.
-H.P.

WHO LOVES THE MOST?
They love the most who trust the most,
Nor fear whate'er betide;
They love the most because their trust
Is always satisfied.
They realize that God supplies
Although their faith be small;
But know the blessing they expect
Extols Him most of all.
They love the most who trust the most
Because they know Him best.
To truly know Him is to love;
To truly love is-rest!
-VERNA SMITH TEEUwISSEN.

CUBISM AND SURREALISM
Henry J. Van Andel
Professor of Dutch History, Literature, and Art at Calvin College

spiritual father of Cubism is Pablo Picasso
T HE
Ruiz, born in 1881. Picasso was extremely precocious, which fact probably explains his whimsical periods, for no modern resembles him in a richer
variety of freaks. He and his friend Prague became
excited over the cubistic form of the oil mills in one
of Cezanne's villages, and in the weird diagonals in
one of Cezanne's forests. Tl).ey were green with
jealousy when Matisse made the tongues of the
Parisians wag about their "fauvism" in 1905, and
there and then they decided to outdo their rivals.
Moreover, Matisse and Picasso represent two contrary temperaments, the first one being rather outspoken and demonstrative, the latter being reticent
and unsocial. In 1908 Matisse had the courage to
speak derisively of "those little cubes" in one of
Braque's paintings hung in the autumn Salon.
Henceforth all those who could not find favor with
the Fauvists flocked to the cool and calculating
cubists, who have since that time astounded the
world by their mysterious linear productions, of
which the Violin by Picasso and the Nude descending a staircase by Marcel Dachamp are perhaps the
most notorious examples. This is certain, that
Picasso has a powerful talent as he has shown in
several of his portraits, but his monsters, especially
his imitations of negroid sculpture, show to what
folly an artist can come who wants to turn the world
upside down.
From 1905 on the two currents of fauvism, or
wild colorism, and of cubism, or wild linearism,
seem to dominate the first quarter of the century.
In the wake of Fauvism follow,abstract Expressionism, Dadaism, and Surrealism. In the track of
Cubism follow Orphism, Suprematism, Neo-Plasticism, and Decorative Symbolism, which is partly
geometric, partly non-geometric. A few times the
two currents seem to fl.ow together as in Synthetic
Cubism (Leger) and in Purism, alias rationalized
Cubism (Ozenfant). Let us make a few remarks
about each of these later developments.

The Cult of the Ugly
Abstract expressionism is connected with the
names of two professors, Kandinsky and Klee, a
Russian and a German Jew, who under the spell of
Braque and Picasso, whose works they exhibited in
Munich, experimented with something new. Kandinsky painted a landscape with two poplars in
1912 which looks like a blotter full of inkspots, and
an "Improvisation" in which one can dimly distinguish a pair of cannons and the dancing towers
of a mad city. Of this last picture Kandinsky himself says, "The presence of the cannons in the pie153

ture could probably be explained by the constant
war talk .... But I did not intend to give a representation of war .... Whatever I might say about
myself, or my pictures can touch the pure artistic
meaning only superficially. The observer must
learn to look at the picture as a graphic representation of a mood, and not as a representation of
objects."
This confession is surely full of meamng for any
one who has still some critical common sense left.
After all, what do we care, even if we are artistically inclined, about the dark, or the gay mood of a
painter who makes us guess at the riddles of his
soul? Our verdict must be, If an artist cannot express himself articulately, he is not an artist. It is
sheer egotism to bother mankind with awkward
colors and lines which have no meaning even for
the most intelligent of us.
Professor Klee is a bit more concerned about his
admirers. He draws infantile pictures of an angler,
of a harbor, of a monster with two faces which he
calls a Little Fool in a Trance, and of plants and
fishes at the bottom of the ocean which he indicates
as "Gifts for T." Indeed, everything fits like a
Tinto the mind of an insane person. The cult of the
ugly has become the cult of the moron. It is no
wonder that the Nordic mind reacted against this
kind of non-Aryan nonsense.

The fad of Dadaism
Some of the products of Klee are classified as
Dadaism, a movement in literature, born in 1920,
which enlisted the support of some of the ultramodern painters. The pictorial father of Dadaism
is perhaps Francis Picabia, a Parisian. Weary of
the criticism that their art looked like the drawing
of a five-year-old boy, the gentlemen of the craft
cooked up a name which was to defend this public
sentiment. In a new magazine, called 391, Picabia
tried to overthrow all principles of the art of the
past and lay down the only fundamental that art
must be as fresh as the mind of a new-born babe.
One of the best illustrations of this fad is Picabia's
picture of a flowerpot which he adequately names
"Straws and Toothpicks." The sarcasm and irony
did their deadly work, and for some time art seemed
to have come to a standstill, till it re-awakened in a
quite serious movement which is still captivating
the world, and which baptized itself Surrealism, the
offspring of Picasso, Klee, Miro, and Gromaire.

Surrealism and Paganism
The French painter Maurice Reynal defines Surrealism, or Hyperrealism, as a medley of modern
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life, especially of the post-war period. It reflects
the moral and financial disorders of these days, he
says, and he predicts that the movement will subside when the exchange will be stabilized. Hyperrealism is the natural outgrowth of Fauvism and
Dadaism, and as such suggests the quiet developments of the irrational forces in European life accentuated by the mad World War and its after
effect. But all critics agree that there is also a conscious factor at work in this movement, the popularization of the theories of Freud. The task of the
Surrealist artist is to translate the subconscious,
irrational forces of fear and sex into visible forms.
Hence the mysterious, the bizarre, the fantastic, the
wild and riotous paintings, drawings and sculptures
which have now for a dozen and more years disfigured some of our magazines.
The movement has become of a decided pagan
character. Many of its products remind us of the
deviltries of the old Greeks and Romans, of the
Italian Renaissance, and of the time of the French
Revolution. Its, protagonists do not only trample
under .foot all intellectual and conventional laws,
but they have discarded every moral and resthetic
value of the past. It must be decried as a satanic
effort to destroy all human culture. Moreover, it is
so well organized and so general that a Christian
cannot escape the conclusion that there is not only
a personal devil, but that the world of the evil spirits has been justly compared by Biblical prophets to
a hostile battle array which is trying to lay waste
the city of Zion, and to turn the light of Christian
civilization into infernal darkness. Never before
has there been such a concentrated effort to attack
the church and its historical influence on the world.
Indeed, Apollyon goes around to devour anyone
whom he may find, our souls and the souls of our
children.
It may be true that some surrealistic products
arouse our sense of humor. There are pictures of
faces which remind us of the scribblings of school
children. There are emaciated or inflated torsos
which look as comical as some of our newspapers'
caricatures. There are strange mixtures of men,
animals; plants and tools which make you think of
the aspect of a festive hall after the guests have left.
There are hollow-eyed masks which suggest to you
the game of the cat and the mouse. There are raw
flesh colors which bring back Rembrandt's rendering of the slaughtered ox in the Louvre. There are
conglomerations of weird dragons and dwarfs which
arouse the desire that St. George might come forth
to dismiss them or to conquer them. There are
crude sculptures that seem to be duplications of the
handicraft of the most primitive races. But after
all, a certain sadness is cast over our minds like a
heavy cloud, for surrealist art is not only a waste
of time and energy, but it is a tragical commentary
on the spirit of the age.
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Cubistic Development
The development cif the cubistic line of thought
calls only for a few comments. In so far as it
steered clear of fauvism it grew into rather innocent
efforts to create a new decorative art. Orphism e.g.
seems to be the combination of different overlapping
circles and ovals of colors. Suprematism, an invention of the Russian Malevich, delights in pure
squares and circles. The neo-plasticism or "de
stijl" of the Dutchmen Mondriaan and Van Doesburg has given us new patterns for linoleum and
for ceiling covering. The newest abstract art,
whether geometrical or not, has decorative values
for architecture, sculpture, painting, bookbinding,
and what not. But in a few instances cubism has
conspired with fauvism to create uglier products
with the broken line than with the curve. There
has been at work also in linear art what Nietzsche
indicated by the term, die Umwerthung aller Werthen, the transvaluation of all values.

Hostility to Christianity
Must we then altogether condemn the psychological and moral impulses that have created this modern art? I would not be ready to go so far. It seems
to the present writer that the modern movement
has emphasized the need of inspiration, and the
value of the broken line. But the method of its
propagandists must be condemned almost altogether. The one-sided emphasis on neglected truths,
the revolutionary attitude towards the past, and the
hostility towards the moral and religious principles
of Christianity are just so many evidences of the
perverted nature of our present civilization.
Finally, one may ask, is there no new day dawning? Are we still altogether in the clutches of
fauvism and cubism? The answer calls for another
article on the new Realism, the new Romanticism,
and the Neo-Vitalism-a mixture of Realism and
Romanticism-of the last decade. There is a decided return to the old values, and also to concrete
art. But even in the most idealistic efforts of this
new movement one cannot altogether escape the
impression that there is a critical note in respect to
orthodox religion and morality. Grant Wood in his
American Gothic conveys the idea that we have
shaken off the old-fashioned notions of Calvinism
and the like as we have outgrown Colonialism.
Diego Rivera in his murals blames the priests for
the abuses of capitalism, and predicts freedom only
as we learn to express ourselves in new terms. There
is. an underlying note of hostility to Christianity
even in the best of modern art. The children of thi.s
generation want to build a new temple for the new
gods of science and art. The cries of rebellion reecho through all the corridors of human activity.
Only, the voices are no longer chaotic, but they begin again to blend and harmonize!

GUILLAUME FAREL
A Contemporary ol John Calvin
D. H. Kromminga
HE Reformed type of Protestant Christia~ity Le Fevre fled from Paris under accusation of heresy,
had its origin in France and French-speakmg Farel accompanied his teacher to the shelter of
Switzerland. The three most prominent reformers Meaux with its reformatory bishop Briconnet. But
were FareL Calvin, and Viret, and of these three the his strenuous preaching moved the weakly peaceoldest and earliest is Guillaume Farel. He was born loving bishop after two years, in 1523, to revoke his
twenty years before Calvin, of good Cath~lic p~rents license. He went to Gap and won four of his
belonging to the aristocracy of the AlJ?me c1~y of brothers for the Gospel, but again was driven out.
Gap in the Dauphine. As a student m Pans he He now became a wandering preacher in the forests
came, as so many other promising young men of his of the mountains, until even there he could no longage, under the influence of the famous Jacques Le er dodge his persecutors. Going to Basel, he took
Fevre, an evangelical mystic who knew how ~o in- part in one of the popular public disputations on the
spire his students. Of him he learned the vamty of religious topics that agitated all minds, but once
the Romish ceremonies to which he was much at- more his zeal gave occasion to the cautious magistached, heard the comforting message of justifica- tracy to order him to leave. After a brief stay in
tion bv faith without works, and acquired an attach- the Reformed city of Strassburg, he went to the aid
ment to the Scriptures as the infallible Word of God. of the Reformation in Montbeliard, which was then
the abode of duke Ulrich of Wuerttemberg, who had
been expelled from his duchy. The next year, in
A Fiery Reformer
1525, when Ulrich left, Farel also had to leave. He
It is characteristic of the man, that he went far returned to Strassburg, where he found many refubeyond his master in his zeal to proclaim the redis- gees from France and several old acquaintances
covered truth. Of the numerous youths whom Le among them, and them he organized into a congreFevre inspired with a love for the Gospel, Farel was, gation.
in fact, the only one who became an enthusiastic
But he felt the call to do missionary work and, on
and effective reformer. Indeed, his zeal was so the advice of Berthold Haller, the reformer of Berne,
great, that again and again friends of the Reforma- and under the protection of that city, he entered
tion had to check him for the good of the cause and upon that task in French-speaking Switzerland.
at times even deemed it necessary to disavow him. Having started as a schoolteacher in Aigle, he underBut Farel apparently knew no fear, and even the took to preach there Nov. 30, 1526, and two years
repeated experience of physical violence at the later Aigle, Ollon, and Bex adopted the Reformation.
hands of priests and mobs could not deter him from He then took up his abode in Morat, labored in the
his fiery course. Though small of stature and un- surrounding districts, tried in vain to effect an enseemly form, this red-bearded preacher had a wiry trance in Lausanne, was successful in Neuchatel
body and a powerful voice and remarkable gifts of
which adopted the Reformation in October, 1530, and
impromptu speech, so that in every respect he was by 1532 had won Orbe and Grandson, not without
well fitted to go about the country as a missionary
suffering severe bodily harm. This fruitful period
of the Reformation.
of his missionary labors he brought to a close in
His zeal was bent on producing concrete changes September of the same year, when he visited. a
and practical results, and this trait he passed on as Synod of the Waldenses who sought contact with
one of their characteristics to the churches he helped the Reformation and whom he influenced to join it.
to found. If anything was, this was his particular
Farel . Geneva - Calvin
contribution to those churches. In his theology he
learned much from his younger and more brilliant
The same year he tried to gain a foothold in
associate, John Calvin. From him he learned the Geneva, where there were few Evangelicals but
significance of the doctrine of predestination, and where the strife with the bishop and the duke of
he exchanged Zwingli's view of the Lord's Supper Savoy created a situation that gave hope. When he
for that of Calvin. But in his insistence on a walk failed, he sent Froment as a school-teacher, who
worthy of the Gospel and on the authority and duty preached publicly on the first day of the new year.
of the church to exercise discipline over its members By the end of the year Farel was established in
he was of the same mind with Calvin from the start, Geneva. He met and defeated the Romish protagoand in breaking ground for the Reformation he far nist, Guy Furbity, in public debate, and by May,
outstripped him.
1536, the old order in things ecclesiastical was
officially
abolished by the government. It was then
A Zealous Missionary
that Farel felt his weakness over against the vast
Stormy as his whole life was, the early years of task of reconstruction. And it was providential, that
his reformatory career were emphatically so. When just at this time Calvin was passing through Geneva
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and that Farel heard of his presence. With fine intuition Farel realized that Calvin was the man he
needed, and Calvin yielded to his importunate
appeal.
When the two reformers were exiled from the
city in April, 1538, Farel found a new task as pastor
of Neuchatel. There he labored till his death in
1565, but not without taking a lively interest and, at
times, an active part in Calvin's struggles in Geneva.
In his own church, moreover, he had difficulties of
his own in connection with the government and discipline of the church. And his love for missionary
labors never forsook him. At the beginning of his
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pastorate at Neuchatel he spent much time in
spreading the Reformation in the surroundings. His
labors in Neuchatel were interrupted in 1542 and
1543 by an attempt to establish a Reformed church
at Metz, but the opposition there was too strong. It
was only in 1562, that the Protestants of Metz were
successful in obtaining a church building and a
pastor. At that time, Farel had recently returned
from his home city of Gap, to which Neuchatel had
loaned him for a couple of months. In the year of
his death he visited the church in Metz. Thus he
had the joy of witnessing the growth of an evangelical church in both towns before his Lord called him
to his reward.

IS CREMATION UN BIBLICAL?
A DISCUSSION
By Gerrit H. Hospers
(In accordance with the annoucement made in the previous
issue, Dr. Hospers in this article brings to completion his reply
to the objections against Cremation advanced by Dr. H. J:I.
Kuyper, digest and translation of which was also offered m
that issue.-EDITOR.)
N THE first half of Der. H. H. Kuyper's articles the. question

I of cremation was directly at issue. In the last half the significance of the grave in relation to the resurrection of the body
is chiefly at issue. To this we now turn.
All agree that Jonah in the. belly of the whale. typified. the
burial and resurrection of Chnst. Also, that Christ sanctified
the grave for believers because He was in it and paid for us the
physical penalty for sin. In the cases of both burial and cremation the completion of the physical penalty for sin is followed
by resurrection. Furthermore, as the burial of the corpse eventually arrives at the same end as the cremation thereof, both
equally point to Sheol, or Hades, the "grave" or "the pit." The
"grave" is a comprehensive term derived from the first and
simplest method of disposing of the human remains, and thence
extending into the larger concept, the state of the dead. Dr. A.
Kuyper agrees with me in this view, when he said: "Something concerning which you must not just think about the
particular location of the grave in which the body had be~n
laid . . . No; when mention is made of the grave, o~ of .the pit,
then Scripture means thereby the whole earth, which is dust,
whose power resides in the dust, which awaits you and takes
you up into its bowels, in order to make you return to dust"
(E Voto). This gives the answer to Dr. H. H. Kuyper's question: "If now Christ sanctified the grave for us because He
was buried, what right have we then not to bury our dead who
die in the Lord, but to cremate them?" We answer: Since, as
a matter of fact, the symbolism of resurrection was fulfilled in
Christ's resurrection, that is no reason why a pernon may not
be returned to the dust in another way, either way ensuring
resurrection on Christ's account.
The Dead Body Identified with the Personality?

An important discussion follows, namely, in how far a dead
body remains identified with the personality. Dr. H. H. Kuyper
quotes these Scriptures to combat the idea that the material
remains have no longer anything to do with our personality after
the separation has taken place. "So shall the Son of Man be
three days and three nights in the heart of the earth" (Matt.
12 :40). "And that he [Christ] was buried and raised the third
day" (I Cor. 15 :2-4). Dr. Kuyper then adds: "Christ's body
remained His body also after death."
My contention is that while there obtains the closest relation
between soul and body thus constituting a complete personality,
its disruption by death is a most terrible invasion of this most
intimate connection. Sin is that evil power which has invaded
the human personality, tainting soul arid body and forcing their
separation. The chemical elements which pertain to the body
have lost their life-power and are become subject to disintegration. When death has invaded the personality, releasing
the soul, it leaves refuse which becomes worse and worse, till
it has disappeared,

To say now that Christ or we are buried is a figure of speech,
called synecdoche. By means of it we express something more or
less than is actual fact. A part is looked upon in the light of
the whole. When, then, we say that we are buried, it does not
mean that the soul also is interred, but it means that we are
buried to appearances; that is, our evident selves in life, standing
for our total selves, are buried. Thus, too, Christ was buried,
but His human soul was in Paradise.
Dr. H. H. Kuyper calls attention to an even stronger form of
this identity of soul and body, by quoting from our Confession
of Faith, Art. XIX. It says that in our Lord's dying "a real
human spirit departed from His body," and "that in the meantime the divine nature always remained united with the human,
even when He lay in the grave." This can hardly be intended
to mean anything else than that the divine nature of our Lord
remained united to His dead body. I doubt the correctness ·Of
the latter clause. It is true, of course, that the human nature
of Christ cannot be separated from His Divine nature. But His
human nature, in which soul and body are embraced, is not less
human nature when the body falls out. The material part is
not the absolutely necessary part to constitute a human nature.
That Christ's body did not enter upon the process of dissolution
does not mean that His body was of a Divine grade and so
incapable of dissolution: in that case He would not have been
like unto His brethren. As man's human nature was disrupted
at death in the degree that the material in time disappears
while there still remained the soul without destroying the personality, so in the case of our blessed Lord, but for the three
days in the grave when dissolution had not really begun to show
itself (cf. John 11:39). The depth of His humiliation to this
degree seems to have escaped the notice of our theologians.
The Dead Arising from Their Own Graves?

Our esteemed brother next treats particularly of the dead as
arising from their own graves. Our Confession, Art. XXXVII,
says: "The souls shall again be united with their own proper
bodies in which they lived." Dr. H. H. Kuyper cites John 5:
28, 29 and other texts as proof, and says of them that such
plain language cannot be interpreted as accommodation. However, the facts and the circumstances demand just that; and we
submit that such interpretation in these cases does not partake
of a semi-rationalistic order. We are obliged to inject our construction of the meaning of the terms used. Reformed theologians, however much they insist upon taking the language of
Scripture in its off-hand meaning, must in many cases resort to
a similar degree of "rationalism."
The facts and the cirmustances make the interpretation of
Dr. Kuyper impossible. Thus the question of identity can be
urged in only a relative sense; that is, the original materials
of the body are in toto different every seven years, and finally
the last one disappears altogether. We hold that God will create
the resurrection body without using any of the old material.
Besides, many bodies have never been buried; they had no
"graves." Also, we read: "And the sea gave up the dead
which were in it." How can these come forth from a "grave"?
Where can the spot be located? The word "grave" must there-
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fore be interpreted as a comprehensive term and is equivalent
to coming forth from Hades, that is, from the state of the dead.
Dr. Kuyper remarks that this idea of the creation of the
resurrection body is not a new idea. Laelius Socinus was the first
to offer this view. I thought it had originated with me. Of course,
this does not make me a Socinian. Now Socinus more than
once asked Calvin for a solution of this same difficulty we are
now treating of. Calvin did not care to enter fully upon the
subject. In fact, he straddled the question by saying: "What
I have written stands with me firm as a rock, so that nothing
'about it troubles me. I desire simply to be a lowly disciple of
Jesus." In effect he added that he believed what he held because the Bible said so. We admire Calvin for his faith and his
absolute submission to the Word. However, part of the answer
has a flavor of pietism, and we are disappointed for so summary
a dismissal of a pertinent question. We should have expected
something more, for in his letters to him Calvin admired the
gifts of Socinus and tells him that he loves him, something
which Socinus likewise assured Calvin of.
Some Scripture Proof Examined

Next the question is once more stated what idea Scripture
gives concerning the resurrection of the dead. Dr. Kuyper
defends the conventional idea. We pass his argument from
Ezekiel's Vision of the Valley of Dead Bones, because Dr. Kuyper himself feels it is none too cogent. Isaiah 26: 19 is next
quoted. "Thy dead bodies shall live; my dead bodies shall
arise." We take it that the figure of speech called synecdoche,
taking a part for the whole, is here in evidence. The complete
personality of man is thought of as dead. A living body is, to
one's physical perception, the only way of cognizance we have
at present, the complete personality. The personality seems to
have died with the body. That personality (the whole here
taken for the part) shall live again. Details are of secondary
importance and are omitted. A literal interpretation compels
the gathering of the dust of which no traces can be found in by
far the great number of the dead. God could do it, but it is
not congruous with the Divine dignity to proceed in this way. A
new creation after the original pattern is an act consonant with
God's regenerative method in the soul, and consonant also in
God's first creation of man in His own image.
With much confidence John 5:28, 29 is next adduced. However, various considerations warn us to be cautious with regard
to the interpretation of these words. See also Dr. A. Kuyper's
statement from E Voto quoted above. All the circumstances
compel us to interpret plastically, i.e., moulded on general
appearances. The '"earth," whether soil, or sea, or what not,
is symbolized by the grave, and hence every place and situation
the dead are respresented as escaping from the further dominion
of death through giving them a body in the mysterious act of
resurrection and according to the pattern He had designed for it.
We must beware of conceiving of ·this process in a too mechanical way. That is, a travelling of the souls from above to the
particular places on earth or in the sea, and thence seen to arise
and emerge. No; sooner there will be to the observation an
escaping akin to the suddenness and instantaneity of the lightning. "For as the lightning cometh forth from the east, and is'
s~en even unto the west; so shall be the c6ming of the Son of
Man" (Matt. 25:27) with the accompanying resurrection of
the dead.
The Old and the New Body

\'

Calvin remarked that if our resurrection body is to be a totally
different body from that which we had in life, then they who
are liv!ng in the Last Day must lay aside their body in order
to receive a new body. But I Cor. 15:51 says, "We shall not all
sleep, but we shall be changed." However, to say that our
mortal body shall be changed does not necessarily mean that
these PRESENT BODIES shall directly undergo this change.
The text tells us that we now have a mortal body; and the
change will consist in this that we shall receive a new body.
It will not consist in this that the original materials shall be
used again for the purpose. Only the form, schema, pattern,
will be continued, so. that there will obtain a discarding of the
old material for a created substitute. As the course of the
Divine procedure was beyond human cognizance in the change
of water into wine at Cana, and in the multiplication of the
loaves and fishes, so, too, Christ's body at His resurrection
underwent a material change in which the old diappeared and
the new took its place.
We cannot farther explain the process: it lies in the high
region of the Divine omnipotence. The supply of the new body
for the saint who died 5,000 years ago, the change in the bodies
of those living at the time of the Second Advent, and in all
other cases, all occur without direct use of the original materials, even for the glorification of the same. A.nd where it is
present the chemical identity of that original material must
cease in that form and change without being subject to observation. Even the then living bodies will not be seen dropping
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off to make way for the new body, nor its texture made use of,
but a new something will mysteriously take its place by a creative
act of God. Hence we cannot accept as literal fact what is said
in Art. XXXVII of our Confession: "For all the dead shall be
raised out of the earth and their souls joined and united with
their proper bodies in which they formerly lived." The first
part of this sentence must be interpreted plastically, and the
second part as designating an identity which consists not in the
material but in the pattern.
Did Christ Also Get a New Body?
It is argued that 'we are not raised from the dead with a new
body because Christ was not. However, this depends, for one
thing, on the degree of similarity between Christ's body and
ours. Art. XIX of our Confession gives the following information: "So also hath the human nature [of Christ] not lost
its properties, but remained a creature, having beginning of
days, being of a finite nature, and retaining all the properties
of a real body. And, though He hath by His resurrection given
immortality to the same, nevertheless He hath not changed the
reality of His human nature; for as much as our salvation and
resurrection also depend on the reality of His body. But these
two natures are so closely united in one person that they were
not separated even by His death. Therefore, that which He
when dying commended into the hands of His Father, was a real
human spirit departing from His body." In Him was also "infirmity of the flesh."
In such a physical situation was it possible that Christ, too,
was to receive like ourselves a new body in His resurrection?
Why not? Consider the facts: Our Savior had such a body as
died: He was a creature; He was finite and mortal; He had
infirmity of the flesh. All this made Him subject to the physical
penalty of sin. After His death His mortal body needed gilorification just as much as ours does. Similarity demands that by
resurrection a new body in the original pattern come forth, the
marks of the wounds being retained as the chief memento of
His passion.
The argument does not hold that Christ's body was in some
respect a different one from ours, because we read that He
"would not see corruption." However, the text designs to tell
us that Christ would tarry in the grave so short a time that
corruntion of His body would not yet appreciably have set
in (cf. John 11 :39), so confirming the prophecy that He would
be in the grave only three days.
It is maintained that Christ's was not a new body because
right after His resurrection no body was left in the sepulchre:
the old one should have been left there if Christ now had another body. Answer: In the case of Christ's resurrection there
obtained the closest similarity to the change in the twinkling of
an eye at the moment of the Second Advent. In that day no
one would be able to observe an old body falling off, for God
makes away with the mortal and the corrupt and substitutes.
the immortal and the holy in the same mysterious way as the
Savior changed the water into wine at Cana and multiplied the
loaves and the fishes.
The Grain of Wheat and a New Body
It is maintained by many that as a new stalk proceeds from

a grain of wheat which in sowinR," soon dies, so the Lord God
will raise up from the old body the new resurrection body.
See I Cor. 15 :35-38. To quote Dr. IL H. Kuyper: "There
is, as Calvin remarks on this text. nothing that seems more
in conflict with reason than that a body which has disappeared
into the grave, should not only be restored in its original condition, because God has Himself given an example of this in the
seed which we sow and which is not quickened except it die
(verse 36) ."
If, now, the Apostle calls them fools who make objection here,
then the obiector had better make sure just what the Apostle
meant by that "resurrection of the body to its original condition." To construct a theory about this which requires gratuitous demands upon the Divine omnipotence, and to call us
fools for refusing to accept the prenosterous idea, may look like
sublime faith in God; nevertheless it is not sound interpretation
because it fails to note carefully all the circumstances involved.
Our refusal to do this may be called rationalistic, but it is using
our God-given reason in ~ervice of the entire range of revealed
truth, and in this case it is plainly reflected in nature.
The contention in our article of January, 1938, was that in
nature life does not nrcceed from death, and therefore cannot
do so in a grain of wheat. Now Dr. H. H. Kuyper meets us in
so far that he says that the illustration of Paul "is, of course,
not meant literally, for a grain of wheat does not really die in
the ground." And then he expresses agreement with the
opinion of Dr. Grosheide that "the grain dies in the form in
which it had been sown, in order to come to a new life as stalk
and ear." However, this does not invalidate my contention, for
in the grain that is sown the f01·m of death does not dispose of
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the fact that a continuation of life obtains there, something
which is not the case in a corpse.
The point of the illustration is that something is sown, and
that another and more abundant life comes afterwards. When
it says, "except it die,'' this cannot literally mean life out of
death, as Dr. Kuyper also admits. The illustrations in Scripture are never an anti-climax. The growth of another plant
from a grain of wheat which disappears and to all appearances
died, is a marvellous thing in the processes of nature, but there
is always a continuation of life there. In the resurrection, on
the other hand, .a miracle of supernatural power is in evidence
and on a much greater scale of providential action, because not
a semblance of death into life is involved, but it is actual life
from the dead. In the resurrection there suddenly arises life
where there had been a mortal body which has been sown and
had in a literal sense died. It disappeared in toto. There is
continuity of physical life in any form. Hence in the resurrection God must give that body in a more wonderful and
absolute sense than in the grain of wheat, "a body as it pleases
Him."
· _;.i:
As to the Surviving Germ

In his critique on my article of January, 1938, Dr. H. H.
Kuyper has little to say about a germ or a nucleus as being
left of the very body from which in the resurrection a new body
is supposed to be built. Dr. Bavinck held that a "substratum"
is left from all bodies that ever died. Dr. A. Kuyper calls it a
"germ or nucleus," which is "concentrated, infinitesimal, unsearchable." However, it must be somewhere. It has survived
fire, chemical reduction, digestion by sharks, etc. A fantastic
idea, it seems to me. And according to this view, at the moment
of the resurrection it can hardly come to pass otherwise than
that "in the twinkling of an eye" such a body comes forth again
in. full form and changed from the original. Suddenly it would
have to be built up from its "germ" in order to become a complete "mortal body" again, and then to be "changed." For
Reformed theolog·ians insist also that the "same mortal body will
be raised in which we lived." Even so this would require as
great an exercise of Divine omnipotence as the creatio de novo
of the new body. And we are not obliged to think of land and
ocean strewed with living germs, some of them waiting' there
for thousands of years. The solution of the problem as a
creatio de novo and according to the pattern which God had
ordained for the individual is a much more dignified way and
,neets all the requirements.
Hence, when we read that God "raises a mortal bodv" we
~ace a question. of interpretation. Dr. Kuyper has alread; said
m regard to this that he does not, of course, mean to interpret
the matter of the dying grain too literally. Well I follow his
example in that we must not do it either in th~ case of the
raising of a mortal body. To begin with, at the moment of the
resurrection there will be in the gTeat majority of cases no
mortal bodies to be raised; they will have disappe~red. In these
there will be left, according to Kuyper and Bavinck, a germ or
nucleus or substratum. Must these be built up again into a
body? Into a mortal one, so that a mortal body can be raised?
Prof. Grosheide, who is more than once quoted with approval by
Dr. H. H. Kuyper, comes very near to my interpretation when
he says: "He will raise up the divinely ordained foJ·m of our
body which had become mortal." But Prof. Grosheide fails to
explain how this divinely ordained form comes forth from the
mortal body. His words can be understood to mean that the
divinely ordained form for the new body will be called forth for
;he. old body which had become mortal and had disappeared.
fh1s would again amount to a creatio de novo.
To Which "Mortal Bodies" Shall God Give Life?

Furthermore, as regards the text:

"Shall give life also to

~our mortal bodies" (Rom. 8: 11), it is, of course, evident that

mstead of these mortal bodies which we now have we shall
receive bodies that are immortal. Paul conceives of our complete personality, first in its present state of humiliation with
all that this involves, and then our personality as it w'ill be.
The full account of the steps and the situations towards this
objectiv.e is omitted. Since the mortal body has in ever so many
cas~s disappeared, somehow a new body will be provided, one
which cannot possibly be the very one in which we lived.
Wherever there might be some in which whole or partial physical
integrity of the original might obtain, these will be changed.
Every form of change of the old and calling forth of the new
is an act of 'Divine power. This change is far more than a
making over of the same material. It is a physical regeneration, life from the dead.
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The question of identity is a difficulty in this matter. Besides
this, our theologians use equivocal language and hence clear
definition of concepts suffers. Thus, language is used which
insists upon the same body being raised in which we lived. Dr.
A. Kuyper says (and the italics are his) : "We hold to the Confession of the Christian churches which on the basis of Holy
Scripture ever taught that there will be a real resurrection of
the snme body but in altered form" (E Voto). This evidently
means that the old body, altered, will rise. We do not object
against the alteration, but in the language used the dead body
somehow comes into the picture, and we ask, How is that dead
body altered? Whence came the body of the saint who dies,
say, 5,000 years ago? We know that Dr. A. Kuyper also said:
"This takes place that the Lord God created into the same personality the possibility of having different forms of existence but
which all belong to his own being." Again, here is truth. But
these words do not remove the difficulty of the 3ame old bod11
taking on another form. For whence did this old body come to
take this new form? And just how was this done?
To refuse further definite explanation, withal claiming to
accept God's Word· for views held, does not satisfy one's feeling
of candor. And there is not a little of contradiction and confusion of concept or full presentation of the case, as when Dr.
A. Kuyper combats the idea of many pious people who conceive
d the matter as it will be in the Last Day thus, that God will
.t>;ather the parts of the old remains and then by His almighty
power cause them to arise from the grave in the same form as
they had entered it. This is, of course, putting the idea in a
rather crude form; but the ideas of the great theologians are
akin to it. Prof. Grosheide states the case well when be said:
"He will raise up the divinely ordained form of our body which
had become mortal." But with the right key in his hnnd neither
he nor the others unlock the door to a satisfactory solution of
the problem.
The Charge of Rationalism Repudiated

However, when an explanation is offered which does justice
to all the requirements of the problem, an explanation which
practically appears in an expression or two in the writings of
Drs. Kuyper and Bavinck, then to read that this my explanation
is somewhat rationalistic, because I do not understand texts
like John 5: 28, 29, etc., literally, and that we must take an
uncompromising stand on the declaration of the Word of God
without further question,-this not only gives cause for astonishment, but it is also of a piece with Luther's standpatism in
the Conference of Marburg. Luther also firmly believed the
Word in the matter of the change of the bread and wine into
the Lord's body. The Reformed theologians argued that Luther
must not be so baldly literal, since the difficulty could be overcome through legitimate interpretation. Our rriodern theologians
duplicate this performance as when Dr. H. H. Kuyper thus concludes his articles: "Therefore there can be no doubt, as a.lso
Prof. Grosheide acknowledges that the Apostle here as well as
elsewhere in his letters teaches us the identity of our earthly
bodies and our resurrection body. We shall not receive another
body which God creates in order to unite it with the soul, but
that same body which we carried about on earth and which had
been given to the grave in corruption shall be raised again in
glory. As the Confession of our Church says, that body will
indeed have higher qualities, but it is the same body which we
carried about here on earth. It will have to be ascribed to the
wondrous deed of Divine omnipotence which will raise our mortal
body to glory. That this, as Dr. Hospers urges, would be a
much greater wonder than when God creates a new body for
us is a rationalistic argument which we do not need to discuss.
We have to bow to Scripture and be true to all that the Christian Church on the basis thereof has ever confessed."
Again, note the parallel. Luther insisted upon taking the'
very words of Scripture and wrote with chalk on the table before
him: "This is my body,'' and steadily pointing to it said that
thus it was written and therefore no sort of explanation could
dispose of it. Luther, too, could have twitted his opponents
(pe:·haps he did) with using a rationalistic argument. It is my
desire, too, to stand squarely upon the infallible Word of God
but this may not close our minds to careful thinking in the fea;
of the Lord. W. e do not propose to abdicate Christian reason.
I cannot help believing that my presentation of this matter has
fran~ly faced and met all the elements in this problem with
nothmg derogatory to the honor of the truth and of the glory
of God.

LAY NOTES ON LETTERS
The Road from Xanadu
17!:H:l, a slight volume of poems called "Lyrical
I·NBallads"
was anonymously launched on the

broad stream of English verse. The authors were
ostensibly two-Coleridge and Wordsworth-actually three, however, since Dorothy Wordsworth's inspiration, poetic acuteness, and animating sympathy
was so integral a part of the creation. Shortly afterward, Sara, Coleridge's prosaic wife, wrote with
thinly veiled malice to Coleridge in Germany, "The
lyrical ballads are not liked at all by any;" a few
days later, probably unusually irritated at her vagabond husband, "The lyrical ballads are laughed at
and disliked by all with very few exceptions." Yet
this little volume has exerted profound influence on
English letters, and this creation of "three persons
and one soul" has been a source of delight and wonderment to a legion of readers.

* * *
Farewell the Banner, by Frances Winwar (Doubleday, Doran, and Co.) is really a biography of
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, whose genius flowered
most luxuriously in association with Dorothy and
William in the years 1797-98; and his brightest creation at that time probably is the hauntingly melodic poem, "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner," which
appeared in the "Lyrical Ballads" and which the
envious, self-righteous Southey called "a Dutch
attempt at German sublimity."
William Hazlitt, as a young lad, walked the ten
miles from Wern to Shrewsbury in mud and bitter
weather to hear Coleridge preach, and he heard one
of the most amazing and quixotic personalities in all
of English literature. From the early days in Christ
Hospital school till his demise at Highgate, Coleridge's genius of talk held all as spellbound as his
own enthralled wedding guest-torrential, iridescent, profound, and imaginative, the speech tumbled
from his sensitive lips.· Draper and drover, cobbler
and cooper, lowly and gifted, he delighted them all.
As a young revolutionary, he delighted in the fact
that he had been threatened by "two automata"
after a lecture in Bristol. So violently republican
he was that he could write, "I call even my cat
sister in the fraternity of universal nature-Owls I
respect and Jack Asses I love . . . But kings, wolves,
tigers, generals, and hyenas, I renounce them all,"
and he poured his soul out in sympathy with an "Innocent foal." Become a man, he put away childish
enthusiasms, but his life remained vacillating, romantic, and indecisive to the end. Voluble, gifted,
picturesque, and neurotic, his life was strange and
tortuous, and save for the brief hey-day with the
Wordsworths, he was ever
"Alone, alone,
All, all alone,
Alone on the wide, wide sea."
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The author re-interprets the friendship of Wordsworth and Coleridge in a novel and fascinating way.
Accordi~g to Miss Winwar, Coleridge was a man of
splendid genius, ineffective will, and a feeling of
mferiority. After he met Wordsworth he idolized
him beyond all common sense saying, "Wordsworth
is a very great man, the only man to whom at all
limes and in all modes of excellence I feel myself
inferior." This adulation of Wordsworth caused the
death of his own poetic gift. Wordsworth, selfcentered, stubborn, slow to appreciate, drained
Coleridge of his rare imagination; he drew eager
life from Coleridge's fiery fancy but he never gave
Coleridge that final encouragement necessary for
Coleridge's self-confidence. In fact, according to
Miss Winwar, he let Coleridge down; he, whether
intentionally or unintentionally, undermined his
spiritual reserves, and when Coleridge once saw that
Wordsworth did not give him the accolade necessary
to creation, his poetic gift withered within him.
Wordsworth battened in Coleridge's genius, and refused the stimulus which would have given us more
of the fruits of that strange fancy.
This thesis is developed with considerable cogency. However, it seems to be a bit extreme. Much
of what the author predicates of Wordsworth is quite
true; but also much of what she predicates of Coleridge is as readily explicable in terms of his own ineffectual will, addiction to opium, irresolute temper,
and metaphysical bent. Then, too, I doubt if we
should have had the matchless "Rime of the Ancient
Mariner" without Wordsworth.

* * *

Coleridge emerges from the biography as he
should, a fascinating and memorable character.
Richly endowed with
"What nature gave me at my birth
My shaping spirit of imagination,"

gifted with philosophical acumen, he added to both
tremendously wide and varied reading. He called
himself a "library cormorant"; and a reading of The
Road to Xanadu will amply prove this. He read so
much, he speculated so sharply that he often did
"roam, a thought wildered man." In his youth,
scepticism "mildewed" his faith in the Savior, and
he spent his old age in trying to harmonize the
christian religion and metaphysics.
He has been accused of sloth, yet even a superficial acquaintance with his prose writings will convince the reader that such sloth is quite memorable
in its product. But his splendid poetic gift died in
1801 and the supremely tragic poem "Dejection: an
Ode" is its epitaph. He was haunted by an irresolute
will, an unhappy home, the demon opium, and many
neurasthenic pains. Life was overwhelming and
though he lived a little past sixty, the years after
1801 were largely a vanity and vexation of spirit.
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Since he lost his shaping spirit of imagination there dominates the book; it is his development that conwas much of
stitutes the book and the Wordsworths are introduced to make that development understandable. I
"grief, without a pang, void, dark and drear,
A stifled, drowsy, unimpassioned grief,
don't doubt some connoisseur in footnotes may find
which finds no natural outlet."
The biography itself, is an excellent example of occasional errata (cf. the blast emanating from G.
Miss Winwar's group biography-the attempt to M. Harper, the Princetonian savant and "Words~
show character and souls and interaction believing worthiana"); but the general reader will find it a
that they are best explicable in this way. She has stimulating and charmingly written study of a
resolutely adhered to the recorded fact and has memorable friendship and a lovable man who folexercised to the full her assumed right to imagina- lowed a strange gleam.
JOHN TIMMERMAN.
tively recreate scenes and states of mind. Coleridge
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THE QUINTUPLETS
By Wm. E.
Blatz. 1938. New York, Wm. Morrow and Company. 209
pages.

THE FIVE SISTERS:

A

STUDY OF CHILD PSYCHOLOGY.

AS the reader of this brief review ever stopped to con.
sider how many and .how puzzling were the problems
that had to be faced when five children, identical quintuplets,
were born more than two months before full time, in a Northland cabin already occupied by the parents and five older
children? No central heating, no gas, no electricity, no running water, no indoor toilet, no bathroom, no laundry facilities.
Where find room for three nurses, for incubators, for steriliz.ers,
for washing machines? Even a mere male can visualize one
of the problems when he sees the long line of diapers in the
picture opposite page 11 7.
There are those who think the attending physician has received too much credit. "After all," they say, "all he did was
to assist at the delivery. Any doctor could have done as
much." But they are mistaken. This is by no means all he
did. The immediate problems were his. And they were solved
with wisdom. Moreover, he has been the attending physician
ever since.
The first and most acute problem was that of attempting to
keep the babies alive. This overcome, there were many more.
A host of them. T.he problem of protecting the children from
the ignorance of the parents, from exploitation for financial
gain, from the overwhelming flood of sightseers, from kidnapping (of which there were rumors), from scientists who
wrote in from the four corners of the earth claiming the right
to study these exceptional children. No end of problems.
Finally there were, after those of mere survival had been
met, the most important problems of all, those of the rearing
of the children. It is with these that the book under re.view
deals, deals very interestingly and competently.
One gets the impression that the Quintuplets have been very
fortunate in many ways. I dislike to say it, but is it not true
that they were fortunate to be born in Canada rather than on
this side of the ·border? Have they not been protected by
British dignity against much ballyhoo which they might not
as well have escaped among us? Then, they certainly were
fortunate in their physician and other attendants, and in becoming wards of the King. Surely, they were fortunate in
coming under the educational care of the author of this book.
Dr. Blatz is professor of child psychology of the University
of Toronto, and his competence is manifest on almost every
page of this volume.
The author shows that the Quintuplets were retarded in
both motor development and in speech. It would have been
surpnsmg were this not so, considering they were :born at
least two months before full term. This handicap a child

H

seldom overcomes before the fifth or sixth year. There were
other reasons why the children were slow in mastering the
spoken word, reasons which the author presents very cogently.
Incidentally, it is interesting to note that one of the first five
words spoken by the Quintuplets, and it must have been very
gratifying to Dr. Dafoe, was the word "dotteur." Probably
these ·children are the only children who have the word "doctor"
in their first vocabulary of less than a half dozen words.
The result of careful testing is the conclusion that while the
children at the start were backward, they are steadily creeping
up, justifying the expectation that in time they will approximate the average.
"In passing," says the author, "it may here be repeated that
these children started out in the world with what looked like
an insurmountable handicap. Through the efforts of those in
charge, by reason of the expert and skilled care which was
given, the physical handicap of prematurity has almost been
overcome. With reference to their mental development, which
is a slower process and much more difficult to measure or direct,
we may safely say that the ·children are well on the way to
overcoming their handicap in this respect also; that in the
course of time they will develop strong, healthy, robust bodies
endowed with normal intelligence; and that by their training
they will be well able to fit into their social environment, and
to deal adequately with the innumerable new situations which
are bound to appear in the lives of those born into such an
unusual family relationship.
"We have not mentioned-because mental tests do not take
into consideration aesthetic characteristics-that· the .pictures
of these children give evidence of their personal charm, which
can only be fully appreciated by those who have had the
privilege of meeting them and playing with them, and caring
for them, and listening to their prayers, and putting them to
bed, and putting mercurochrome on their 'bruises, and ministering to them when they are combing out the tangles in their hair
or tying up the laces of their shoes."
The reader probably knows there are two kinds of twins,
namely those which result from the fertilization of a single
egg, known as identical twins; and those which result from
the simultaneous fertilization of two separate eggs. Which
kind were the Quintuplets? Chapter two answers that question. On the basis of much careful investigation, the details
of which are suggestive of the methods of Sherlock Holmes,
biologists have concluded that the Dionne five are identical
quintuplets.
There is an exceedingly interesting chapter on discipline.
It would seem that the golden mean between repression and
expression was quite well attained. This chapter especially
all parents might well ponder.
The children are being reared, as they should be considering
the faith of the parents, as Roman Catholics.
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The reviewer has said much of problems. Of these some
have been solved; others; arid these probably the most difficult,
still must be faced. There is for example, this problem: Are
these sisters to be reared till maturity in isolation from the
world? If this is done, is there any hope that they can at all
develop into normal human beings? And if they do not, has
not then their education been a failure, however strong and
healthy their bodies may be? Or are they by and by to go to
school, to church, visiting, with and like all normal children?
If so, how are you going to prevent the church service from
degenerating into a circus, the school and schoolyard from
becoming a parade ground? Or are you going to separate the
children by sending them to five different churches and schools?
Would that be just to the children? But suppose you do this,
how are you going to protect the children from dangers which
threaten those so prominent?
Thus far the guardians have shown great discretion in meeting problems as they arose. The wisdom of Solomon will hardly
suffice for those that still are to come. One prays the necessary
wisdom may be vouchsafed them in abundant measure.
The reviewer commends this book not only to teachers but
to all parents as well. It is well written and the numerous
pictures that adorn it are not only instructive but like the
children themselves; wholly·· captivating.
J. BROENE.

THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE EARLY CHURCH
DE

A

0VERNA!\'IE VAN HET 0UDE.TESTAMENT DOOR DE CHRISTELIJKE
KERK. By J. L. Koole; published by J. Schipper, Jr., Hilver-

sum, NethM·lands.

1938.

pp. 320.

GREAT service to the. present and the future constituency
of the Reformed churches throughout the world' has been
performed by Dr. J. L. Koole in this dissertation, and by Prof.
Dr. F. W. Grosheide, as his promoter to the doctorate from the
Free University of Amsterdam.
For the present dissertation on "The. Adoption of the Old
Testament by the Christian Church" represents a valuable and
thorough study, in full loyalty to the Word of God.
It has an interesting, practical significance. The Introduction begins, :by reflecting upon the present 1German attitude
toward the Jews and toward the Old Testament, as it is interpreted (and misinterpreted) in the present day.
Incidentally, it might be stated that the dissertation might
have stressed the fact more that the Old Testament does not
claim finality, as some Jews would hold, but that even the
Pentateuch points forward to a prophet like unto Moses and
that present day Judaism tends to obscure and to ignore the
Messianic element in the Old Testament.
Very timely is this study of the manner in which the Old
Testament was adopted by the early Christian church-the
mother-church of Protestants and Catholics, in common.
Under various ·heads, a very, thorough study is accordingly
made of the manner in which this adoption was understood by
Clement of Rome and Barnabas; Aristides, Justin and Theophilus; Ignatius, Athenegoras and Ireneus, not to mention
others.
The author has an open eye for the problems of continuity
and discontinuity that here arise, and in general treats them
well, in so far as these early fathers of the church are concerned. The discussion of the material is preceded by an
elaborate table showing quotations from the 0. T. that are
treated by these fathers.
In this table quotations from the 0. T. that are referred to
by the N. T. are not shown. This dissertation does not concern
the writings of the N. T. primarily but those of the early
fathers as they interpret the 0. T.
That being the case we consider this dissertation a decided
success and greatly prize this detailed study as a .valuable contri1bution to the history of the interpretation of the Old Testament.
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It is to be hoped that other dissertations may carry forward
the history of the interpretation of the 0. T., from the Reformed point of view with special reference to the Reformation
Era and of the 19th and 20th centuries. Of course there are
writers like Diestel that have spied out the territory in part;
however "there remaineth yet much land to be possessed." .
In discussing the pro1blems of continuity and discontinuity,
the author incidentally brings in the N. T., though in a very
general way, since this field, as such, lies outside of the scope
of his dissertation. The author also requests leniency of judgment, since his dissertation was written amid the many responsibilities of regular pastoral work. We will observe this
leniency. Otherwise it might be shown in .detail that the
author's formulations might ·be more carefully adjusted to the
underlying unity with reference to atoning sacrifi.ces . lj.nd
thank offerings, in the eternal plan of God; in the provisional
symbolico-typical 0. T. era; in the N. T. atoning sacrifice of
Christ together with the Church's thank offerings; and' in
Christ's exalted high-priesthood, and our never-ceasing offeriilg'
of praise. The article in the International Standard Bible En'cyclopedia on "Sacrifice in the New Testament" might be
helpful here.
'
In connection with the matter of the symbolico-typical 0. T.
era, it would seem that the author has not made a very car~
ful study of the implications of the Biblical term.s touching the
symbolism and typology, particularly the unique use of type
and antitype in Hebrews as related to the different use of type
and anti type by Paul and Peter; and including also the. terms,
shadow and image, in Hebrews as related to the term, pattern;
in Hebrews and in the 0. T. Here considerable lexicographical
work might be involved, to develop the Biblical relationships
that are implied by the varying uses of some of these terms,
touching the continuity from the 0. T. to the New.
Finally, the formulation: "In the place of the Israel of the
olden day has now come to stand the church," (page 313) does
not stress the continuity of the spiritual Israel and the Church
in the measure that Paul's figure of the olive tree in Romans
9-11 stresses that continuity. The church is not substituted "in
the place of Israel," but the true, spiritual, elect. remnant of
Israel continues, though with many engrafted bran~hes. We do
not bear the root but the root bears us.
In conclusion, we wish to stress that the present dissertation
shows complete loyalty to the Word of God. It is a cause for
deep gratitude that Biblical-believing works, like the present
one, continue to come from the Free University of Amsterdam,
whence Reformed theology has received so many excellent
works.
We consider the preparation of such works one of the greatest services that the Faculty and Alumni of the Free University
can perform, in the interests of the Church Universal, and
particularly for Reformed Theology throughout the world.
MARTIN

J.

WYNGAARDEN.

ABRAHAM TO ALLENBY
By G. Frederick Owen; with lllustra.c
tions; 1939; by Wm. B. Eerdmans Publi'.shing Company,
Grand Rapids, Mich. 351 pages. Price .~2.50.

ABRAHAM TO ALLENBY.

F~UR millenniums _of the history of that univ.ersally .fascinat-

mg land, Palestme, are presented here m an mtensely
absorbing story.
From the time that Abraham first saw the promised . land
until the conquest of Palestine by Allen by, during the .World
War, many of mankind's greatest dramas have been e:iiacted
here. The ancient Canaan represents the crossroads of r(lligions and civilizations; and these crossroads meet. more particularly at Mount Megiddo where Allenby won his great battle
over the unspeakable Turks. Armageddon means literalJy
Mount Megiddo, the Armageddon of Revelation, whether understood in one sense or another.
.. ·.
How shall one understand the Palestine of today and iomorrow, unless one knows its yesterday, its fascinating history,
in the light of the Word of God?
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Ponderous volumes have been written on this history, but no
volume has presented a more reada!ble popular and up-to-date
account than the present work. T:he author is a lecturer, evangelist, world traveler and Oriental scholar. He is a member
of the Palestine Oriental Society and Associate Member of the
American Schools of Oriental Research at Jerusalem and
Baghdad.
To make the work the more attractive, it is illustrated with
some eighteen reproductions of photographs, of beauty and
'archaeological value. To look at them 'brings me back to many
of the scenes that I visited in 1931, and I can assure the reader
that the author has interpreted well the scenes and history of
which he writes.
Abraham to Allenby is just the book to put into the hands of
young people of high school and college age, and it can be
enjoyed by any intelligent reader.
It represents in popular form the kind of course that is given
in many up-to-date universities. The positions chosen are
those of believing-Biblical scholarship.
The "Reference Notes" at the close of the volume show a
ready familiarity with the scientific literature on the subject,
and the closing Bibliography suggests a splendid volume for
the further study of this entrancing theme.
The author has interwoven quotaitions from the Bible and
from English poetry into his narrative; but, best of all, his
recognition of Jesus, as the Messiah, the Son of God, the Lamb
of God that taketh away the Sin of the World, will have a
beneficial influence upon many a reader. Nor does the author
minimize the miracles of Jesus.
For those studying general history, the present volume will
also. prove an immensely valuable supplementary reference to
carry the story of Palestine down from ancient times, through
the centuries, to the year of our Lord, 1939.
'We hope the work may have a very wide sale among all our
intelligent readers, and be enjoyed in many a home.
MARTIN J. WYNGAARDEN.

'CALVIN AND EA,RLY CHRISTIAN DOGMA
HET 0UDKERKELIJK DOGMA IN DE REFORMA'NE., BEPAALDELIJK
BIJ CALVIJN. By Dr. J. Koopmans. H. Veenman & Zonen,

Wageningen, 1938. pp. 146. Paper f. 2.75; bound f. 3.75.

THE work of Dr. Koopmans is a detailed and thorough study,
which is of considerable importance for the history of
dogma. The author has some objection to the common conception of dogma as having legal authority. He sees in it a doctrinal decision rather than a legal enactment, and does not
regard it as absolute. At the same time :he considers it perfectly natural that the dogma of the Church also acquired
ecclesiastical authority, though he conceives of this authority
as moral and spiritual rather than as legal. His study is concerned with the dogma of the early Churc:h, and limits itself
to the trinitarian-christological dogma, which was formulated
first. It is his purpose to determine the attitude of the Reformers, and particularly of Calvin, to the early Christian
dogma formulated at Nicea and Chalcedon.
The first chapter deals with the ground on which the Reformers accepted this dogma, their view of its origin, of the
authority of the Church in general and of the early Church
in particular, and of the significance of the symbols of the early
'Church. He points out that both Luther and Calvin accepted
the dogma of the first centuries on the basis of its agreement
with Scripture, and not on that of tradition. They did recognize the authority of the early Councils, and therefore also of
their decisions, though Calvin had some dou'ht as to the origin
of some of the early symbols, and in his dspute with Caroli even
~efused to sign them. According to the author this refusal of
.Calvin was due to the fact that the Reformer did not want a
new tyTanny in the Church, and did not conceive of the early
symbols as legal documents, but as spiritual confessions.
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The second chapter shows how the Reformers themselves
construed the dogma systematically, and how they defended it
against the attacks of the sixteenth century. The author points
out that Luther accepted the Western or Augustinian conception of the Trinity, but occasionally revealed a tendency to
veer in the direction of the Greek or Cappadocian construction.
He took his startingpoint, moreover, in the economic rather
than in the immanent Trinity. Calvin, on the other hand, is
represented as throughout Augustinian in his view of the
Trinity. He stressed the essential oneness of the three persons
in the Godhead. He regarded them as three subsistences, three
forms or species of existences in God; and stressed the fact
that the Father did not generate the essence of the Son, but
only His personal subsistence. In the doctrine of Christ the
two Reformers differed with respect to the ubiquity of the
human nature of Christ. Yet the two were not as far apart as
is sometimes thought. Calvin did not teach the absolute but
the relative necessity of the incarnation. Moreover, he did not
believe that Christ would have become man, even if Adam had
not fallen. Naturally, both Reformers whole-heartedly accepted
the two-nature doctrine formulated by the Council of
Chalcedon.
The third chapter goes on to show how the Reformers applied the old doctrine in their own day and in various controversies. It ·becomes quite evident that in their polemics they
sought to establish their position with an appeal, not only to
Scripture, but also to the dogma formulated by the early
Church. While they remained true to the principle Scriptura
Scriptu1·ae interpres, they did not hesitate on occasion to regard
the ancient dogma of the Church as a valid standard of interpretation. At the same time Calvin seldom appealed to the
councils of the Church. Much more might be said here but
this must suffice as a general indication of the contents of this
valuable treatise.
Dr. Koopmans :has given us a well documented and very much
worthwhile contribution. It is a work worthy, not only of
perusal but also of careful study by students, ministers, and
professors. They who are interested in the study of the history
of dogma will be grateful to the author for his original study
in which the sources are quoted at great length. It will prov~
~o be a sa~e. gu~de and will give the readers a clearer insight
mto the trm1tanan and christological views of the Reformers.
L. BERKHOF.

AN ANSWER TO AMILLENNIALISM?
By Arno Clemens Gaebelein. Arno C.
Gaebelein, Inc., New York. pp. 187. Price $1.00.

THE HOPE OJ;' THE AGES.

DR. .GAEBELEIN is a

voluminous writer and one of the
chief exponents of present day Premillennialism. On the
jacket we are told that this book is the "fullest answer to the
Postmillennial, Amillennial and other errors." Dr. Lewis Sperry
Chafer .says in his foreword to the work: "The proof Dr.
Gaebelein adduces that Chiliasm has been the true doctrine of
the c?urch in all generations is conclusive, and every theologian
who 1s of a contrary mind is challenged to read and be admonished by this masterful and indisputable treatise."
Being one of those theologians "of a contrary mind" (though
firmly believing in the personal, physical, and visible return of
our Lord), the present reviewer heeded the admonition and
naturally expected that .his Amillennialism would be put to a
strong test. But he must confess that he did not meet with
any real test at all.
There is a great deal in the volume of Dr. Gaebelein, with
which he is in full agreement, and which he read with edification. This applies especially to the first fifty-three pages of
the book, and in a less degree also to much of what follows.
The agreement diminishes in the measure in which Dr.
Gaebelein introduces his dispensational interpretation of Scripture, which the reviewer can only regard as a very serious
error.
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In view of the history of the Church and of all the great confessional standards of the Church, none of which are chiliastic,
some of which explicitly condemn the Chiliasm of their day,
and most of which are absolutely contrary to much that is
taught by present day dispensational Premillennialism, it is
hard to understand how the author can speak of Amillennialism
as "the new-comer into the family of objectors to Premillennialism." In the chapters on the history of the millennial
doctrine one also meets with many surprises. It often seems as
if all those who believed in the Second Coming of Ghrist, in
the nearness of his return, in the coming of Antichrist, and
in the increasing wickedness of the world, were Premillenarians.
As a polemic against Amillennialism this book is a great disappointment. Except in a couple of instances, there is no
serious attempt to overthrow the Amillennial view, or to meet
the arguments of Amillennialism against present day Premillennialism. While we rejoice in Dr. Gaebelein's opposition
to Modernism, we cannot agree with his construction of "our
blessed hope."
L. BERKHOF.

PREMILLENNIAL PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION
By w: H. Rogers, D.D. Arno
C. Gaebelein, Inc., New York. pp. 302. Price $1.50.

THE END FROM THE BEGINNING.

THE title of this work is already indicative of the fact that
it is devoted to the study of Prophecy. It is a work written
in the interest of the Premillennial interpretation .of the
prophetic elements of the Bible. The order followed in the
book is indicated by the. author in the Preface, where he tells
us that he has "picked up each prophetic theme where it first
occurs in Scripture and followed it through to its conclusion
and considered its relationship to present conditions and the
end-time." The first three chapters, however, are of a somewhat preliminary character, for they deal with "The Prophetic
Proof of the Scriptures," "The Prophetic Purpose Through the
Ages," and "The Prophetic Periods of Mankind." By Prophetic
Periods" the writer means the ordinary seven dispensations of
the Premillenarians. After that he takes up the study of
what Prophecy eontains as plan for the Gentiles, pledge for the
Jews, promise for the Church, proclamations of Christ, pieture
of the tribulation, panorama of the seventy weeks, portrait
of the Antichrist, and on the procession of the three Babylons,
the purge of the Armageddon, the program of the Millennium,
and the new heaven and the new earth. The book is well written and is easy to read. It contains what, I suppose, would
now be considered in Premillenarian circles as the orthodox
view of Scripture truth. Naturally, its interpretations are
vitiated by the application of the dispensational principle, and
therefore in many instances seem singularly inconclusive to
one who does not share that principle of Scripture interpretation. The author is evidently a faithful follower of Dr.
Scofield, of whose interpretations the reader is repeatedly reminded, and many of whose definitions are adopted in the work.
L. BERKHOF.

THE JESUS OF THINLY-DISGUISED MODERNISM
IT

By R. J. Barker. Cokesbury Press, Nashville, Tenn. pp. 317. Price $2.00.

BEGAN IN GALILEE.

THE author of this volume is a director of the Methodist
Central Mission in Tonypandy. He is an outstanding
Christian social worker. The book is the result of much study
on the problem of the failure of present-day Christianity to
work effectively as a social leaven. He is confident that Christianity, as he understands it, would work a revolutionary change
in the world of social relationships-it would bring the Kingdom of God among J.!S here and now.
l have seldom perused a book that gave me more pleasure
and at thi: same time more disgust. The author represents a
strange combination of modernism and conservatism. Indeed,
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it is his purpose to draw together what has been apart. He
claims, and that not ·without a grain of truth, that the evangelicals have been stressing social reform through individual
conversion, and the modernists have declared that we get .individual conversion through social reform. Barker insists that
the antithesis here is unjustifiable. The two must be linked
inseparably. He finds the same antithesis insisted upon between love of men and love of :God. Those two are inseparable,
he correctly observes. Men have separated between the means
that are economic, social and political, and those that are
internal and spiritual to bring on the Kingdom. Again he condemns the separation. He feels that the separation of God
and man is incorrect. After all, the divinity of Christ consists
of the perfection of his human qualities. The miracles of
virgin birth and others are not necessary to prove the divinity
of Jesus. His life does that and his teaching. Given a chance
they would transform the world.
The first part of the book deals with "T,he New Community."
Jesus preached it. The Kingdom of heaven was not solely and
perhaps not even primarily within, but it must be found in the
sphere of mutual relationships among men. The power of the
cross is to teach men the way of sacrifice as the way of developing the new community. Love, or the keeping of the law,
unifies men and removes class and other distinctions that seem
to be at the bottom of our modern life. The second section considers "The New Man." It's a picture of Jesus as the great
example. His relationship to his family, the children, women,
the sick, the poor, the rich, the foreigners, the rulers, his
friends and his Father is portrayed as revolutionary in character and calculated to remove all distinctions of inequality
among men.
The writer urges that within the circle of organized Christianity a small group undertake this new approach and carry
on in the face of objections from every side, which are sure
to come. Men must live over again what Jesus lived, and
teach over again what he taught, and then the Kingdom of
Heaven wlll be realized on earth.
The work is exceedingly thought-provoking. But Barker
fails to see that the essential problem in the sphere of human
relationships is sin. The effective removal of sin is the first
consideration in bringing about a social Utopia such as Barker
longs for. The cross remains central but not as an example
of the way of sacrifice, but as an event which reconciled God
with man, and it is this .historic event properly applied to the
individual from which social reformations must proceed. Christianity works from within outward. Failure on the part of the
Christian to let his light shine, to be a real salt, permits unsocial or antisocial conditions to run their devastating course.

H. S.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON HELP
Edited by B. L. Olmstead.
Light and Life Press, Winona Lake, Ind. pp. 238. Price
$1.00.

ARNOLD'S PRACTICAL COMMENTARY.

THE work constitutes a help for those that are called upon
to teach The International Sunday School Lessons for the
1939 season. T.his is the seventh year that such a volume
edited by Olmstead has appeared. It is very complete in its
treatment. Home readings for the week are indicated and
calculated to give the teacher a background. Brief explanatory
notes on each verse of the lesson, covering in all a:bout a half
page, follow. A discussion of the lesson together with approximately a dozen stimulating questions are also offered.
There is a section on practical applications and a column o~
illustrations, sidelights, and topics for discussion. There is
also a page of suggestions for each of the four departments in
the Sunday School. T.hat is the outline of the method with
which each lesson is dealt. The spirit of the work. is thoroughly
evangelical. I consider it among the safest for Bible lovers to
use in preparation for the teaching of the lessons. One may
raise a question here and there about the method, the appro11c;h
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and the interpretation, but no one need teach every item here
found and neither need one to accept every interpretation in
the interest of the usefulness of the volume.

H. S.

DEFENSE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
THE NEW TESTAMENT AND THE LAWS OF EVIDENCE. By Harry
Rimmer. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 119 pages. Price $1.00.
AN interesting defense of the reliability of the N. T. The
first section is a discussion and a condemnation of the
niethods in ·vogue to discredit the Bible. It is shown that the
·work of the Higher Critics would not be allowed in any Court
bse. It would be ruled out as evidence against Scriptures.
The second section deals with the reliability of the witnesses.
Jesus and the N. T. writers are demonstrated to be fully equipped for their task and altogether dependable. In section three,
Rimmer shows that the methods of treating the Bible on the
part of the critics would in any and all civil cases be judged
to be rank injustice by those authorized to pass judgment.
Rules and regulations and cases are cited to illustrate "the
amazing record of critical injustice." The book appropriately
closes with a positive statement relative to the certainty of
-th·e foundation of the· Christian Revelation. Men need not be
ashamed of their faith in the Bible, for its reliability stands
secure even when tested by the standards of the Court Room.
The defense of the Bible is interestingly planned and wrought.
lt will not compel faith. It will give you no material with
which to .effectually stop the mouths of the critics, but it will
help to :support the faith that sometimes totters. And that is
an objective worth-while.
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TYRANNY
Cruel men and sinners gross
God's Holy Will defame;
Pride and lust they treasure close,
Dishonoring His name.
In open scorn with biting sneer
His Word they mutilate;
For men who hold the gospel dear
A new faith formulate.
Lovers of the Christ they scourge,
Forbid to preach the cross;
Satanically their spirits surge
To bring to Christians loss.
In prison or in camp they hold
Those who resist their wrath,
Denounce the Church in phrases bold,
Crush all within their pa th.
But God in Heaven their folly sees
And laughs at them in scorn,
For to Him they will bow their knees
On the great judgment morn.
-H.P.

H. S.

WHAT OUR READERS SAY
Germany and Hitler
Forreston, Illinois,
December 14, 1938.
Editor THE CALVIN FORUM,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dem· Brother:
In "An Editorial" signed H. S. in THE CALVIN FORUM of
I).ecember, 1938, this statement is found on the first (99th)
page: "Germany in godless mockery laughs down any recognition of divine glorification." That statement, as far as my
knowledge goes, is not even true of Hitler, much less of the
German people as such. I shall not deny that there are
people in Germany that laugh at "divine glorification," but I
do not think it is true of "Germany," that is, the German people.
And this is the impression that statement gives. The ninth
commandment, I think, .holds not only with reference to indi··viduals, but also with reference to nations.
· On page 104 of the same number of THE CALVIN FORUM in
an article on "The Munich Conference" Dr. "Hoekstra has this
sentence.: "It is true that Hitler has gone on record as saying
that he wishes no more territory, but is there any certainty
that this promise will not be broken as his previous promises
have been?" (Italics mine). May I ask Prof. Hoekstra to state
, definitely what "previous promises" Hitler has broken?
, •..I value the articles in THE CALVIN FORUM very highly. But
it seems to me the above statements give wrong impressions,
.and if my information is correct, are not in harmony with the
facts. Of course I am willing to be corrected if my views of
the German people or of Hitler are wrong. But testimony of
l!eliable persons who have traveled in Germany and have made
investigations leads me to believe that there are still many
God fearing people in Germany who glorify God, without being
inolested by Hitler.
Sincerely yours,
. H. HUENEJMANN.
.Dear-Brother Huenemann:
.· . If th~ statement of Professor Schultze should have created
the impression upon any of our readers that the German people
·as a whole, or even the rank and file of the German people,
:oin gotlless mockery laugh down any recognition of divine

glorification," it would surely •be in order to correct such an
impression. In fact, if that is what these words could properly
be made to say, their author would not only .be glad to take
them back but he would never have penned them. If you will
read the sentence in its context, however, you will acknowledge
that the reference is not to the German people as a whole, nor
even to the majority of them, but to the official attitude of the
government. Just as the official attitude of the Russian .govern_ment is referred to in the sentence preceding the one on
which you c~mi;tient, and not the Russian people as a whole, or
even the maJority of the Russian people, so the official attitl).de
of the German government is referred to in the statement
under discussion. As such it is sadly true. We are happy with
you "tha~ there are .still manr 1God-fearing people in Germany
who glorify God, without bemg molested by Hitler " and we
hope and pray that their number may increase, but a'll this will
be not because of the present attitude of the present government, but in spite of it. May God grant a change of heart to
the leaders of the pagan Faith Movement and to the leaders
in the government attitude toward the Confessional Church
so that the gospel of Bethlehem and Calvary may no longer b~
tri;mpled upon in the interest of the pagan "gospel" of blood,
soil and race.
As fo_r the statem~nt bearing upon. Herr Hitler which appeared m the Sll;me issue ~nd for which you ask proof; Dr.
Hoi;kstra has kmdly furmshed the following statement.Edito1· .

Hitler's Broken Promises
When Hitler came into power in 1933 ·he promised before
the world to respect the Locarno Pacts. As late as May 21,
1935, he stated that he regarded the Locarno treaty to be a
binding obligation on Germany. Ten months later he proceeded
to violate his pledged word by militarizing the Rhineland zone .
In a speech to the Reichstag he then informed France and the
world: "Germany . . . . no longer considers herself bound to
this now defunct pact." Who made the pact defunct? In
1935 Hitler stated that he did not want Austria, and in 1936
he made an assertion to the effect that he would not attack
Czechoslovakia. In a speech to the Reichstag, March 7, 1936,
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he used these words: "We have no territorial demands to make
in Europe." Hitler's solemn promises to both Protestants and
Catholics, March 23, 1933, his renewal of these promises in his
Concordat with the Pope, July 30, 1933, and the ruthless manner in which these promises have been violated since furnish
another instance of his unreliability. Chamberlain too can
testify that the word of a Hitler cannot be taken at f:vce value.
The agreement reached with Hitler at Berchtesgaden, which
Chamberlain with difficulty peTSuaded France to accept, had
been repudiated a week later and at Godesberg Hitler came
with additional demands.
"Pity 'tis, but pity 'tis, 'tis true."
PETER HOEKSTRA.

As to "Old Haven"

Grand Rapids, Mich.,
January 11, 1939.

Dea1· Dr. Bournn:
In current issue of THE CALVIN FORUM Mr. Timmerman devotes a pag,e to a review of Old Haven. The review is excellent in composition as is the book. But I am wondering if
Mr. Timmerman would approve of having the novel filmed and
then recommend the picture?
I have read only twelve chapters and almost half of the
characteres have already committed adultery. At that speed
the entire population of the little Dutch village will be
found on the grassy slopes of the dike showing nature, ,in old
pagan fashion, that Spring is here.
Voltaire's Candide is mild and inoffensive compared with Old
Haven. If it were faithfully filmed even the heathen would rage
and tear down the theatre.
In spite of the following sentence in the able review, "If one
cannot read the book with admiration for a great artistry, it
seems to me to argue an adolescent inability to discriminate,"
I am compelled to place my copy in cold storage for a few
days. Maybe Mr. Timmerman would suggest that I go in
cold storage with it. If I were twenty years younger I would
be compelled to do so.
At any rate,
Yours very sincerely,
B. H. MASSELINK.
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About Cremation
Dea?' Editor:
I have read with interest the pro and con of cremation. In
spite of the fact that I. was always taught that a thing could
not be made both right and wrong at the same time, there seems
to be a great deal of confusion and it is not as simple to
distinguish truth from error as it might appear when we were
much younger.
It is evident, I believe, from the tone of each of these two
articles that the writers are convinced that they have the right
solution, if we may call this a problem. Yet in the light of
the Bible we know this to be impossible. Doctor Kuyper believes
in retaining the old landmark, a thing the Bible approves of.
Dr. Hospers, on the other hand, wants to give us something
new and different.
The mere recording of both kinds of burials if cremation is
considered as snch, would not prove much perhaps, only that
burial is identified with good people and fire with evil people.
All through Scripture every writer identifies hell and destruction with fire. Even Christ Himself uses these terms.
Perhaps there is a factor not yet considered which might tell
us the reason why these two great men have difference of
opinion. Environment and customs, which have even great
influence on Christian thinking people, often are the cause of
these differences. I'm sure in the land where Dr. I{uyper resides
cremation isn't so prominent and public opinion does not favor
it quite as much as the land and community where Dr. Hospers
lives. Cremation is a reaction of a pagan custom of human
sacrifice which provided visions of possibilities to nations and
creatures who would perhaps without this example never have
thought of its use as a substitute for burial.
It will be some time yet, if ever, that Christian thinking people
-as, for that matter, any kind of thinking people-avail themselves very much of this opportunity. If perhaps the basic
cause of the difference of opinion found its origin in the different
environments of these two Christian teachers I'm sure that a
majority of human convictions-since the problem then becomes
human-for self use would back Dr. Kuyper and make him the
victor of this debate.
Yours very truly,
WM. HEINS.
Brunswick, Ohio, R. R. 2.

NEWS ITEMS AND OBSERVATIONS
Soul of the Fair

The World's Fair, to be opened in New York this spring, will
have-in the words of Mayor LaGuardia-a soul. The "soul"
will be the Temple of Religion. Jn it there will be no services
by any denomination or sect. Just a soul without any worship.
The idea of those in charge of preparations seems to be, to give
people of all classes an opportunity to contribute to the Temple.
The finished product will then reflect and represent the country
as a whole. "The Temple of Religious Freedom"! It may not
speak. And it is the soul of the Fair.
Sunday Desecration

Dr. D. DeForest Burrell in a recent issue of The Presbyterian (CV III: 52) points out that the Fair is supposed to portray the progress of civilization in the years before us, but in
ignoring Christianity, is leaving out the one and only element
that can save our civilization. Said he, " . . . with the Fair
running full blast on the Lord's Day, with the liquor traffic
given free play, with the appeal to the sensual . . . the Fair
will offer every opportunity to the forces that a Christian nation
ought to oppose."
Dr. Burrell would rather see a Congress of Religions such as
was held in Chicago in 1893.
Christian Youth Conference

i

Amsterdam, capital of the Netherlands, expects to be host to
the World Conference of Christian Youth, during the period
July 24-August 3, 1939. Delegates are being apportioned
among the denominations of the world. Minimum cost for a
delegate from the United States about $400.00. It's peculiar
that in a day of individualism and nationalism the world conferences are increasing. Oxford, Edinburgh, Utrecht, Madras,

'

and now Amsterdam. Expected are 1500 young leaders, none
over 35 years and two-thirds less than 25 years of age. Theme
of the conference will be: To enable the youth of the world to
see their responsibility regarding modern problems, in Christian social life today.
The Church and Liberty

The man whose genius for mathematics is unrivalled in our
day, Dr. Albert Einstein, is reported to have delivered himself
of the following sentiment: "Being a lover of freedom, when
the revolution came to Germany, I looked to the universities to
defend it, knowing that they had always boasted of their devotion
to the cause of truth; but no, the universities immediately
silenced. Then I looked to the editors of the great newspapers
whose flaming editorials in days gone by had proclaimed their
love of freedom; but they, like the universities, were silenced
in a few weeks. Then I looked to the individual writers, who,
as literary guides in Germany had written much and often concerning the place of freedom in modern life; but they, too,
were mute. Only the Church stood squarely across the path
of Hitler's campaign for suppressing truth. I never had any
special interest in the church before, but now I feel a great
affection and admiration because the Church alone has had the
courage and persistence to stand for intellectual truth and
moral freedom. I am forced to confess that what I once despised
I now praise unreservedly."
Religion and Democracy

Franklin D. Roosevelt, our president, also seems to have
watched these developments in Germany. Said he in his message
to the Congress the other day, "The storms from abroad directly
challenge three. institutions indispensable to Americans, now as
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always. The first is religion. It is the source of the other
two-democracy, and international good faith . . . . Where freedom of religion has been attacked, the attack has come from
sources opposed to democracy. . . . An ordering of society which
relegates religion, democracy, and good faith to the background,
can find no place within it for the ideals of the Prince of Peace."
At any rate, real Christianity is proving again that it is a
power. Of course, it is not news to us, but it is news when
men in high places acknowledge it: Einstein and Roosevelt.
Federal Council

Christian Faith and Life is a quarterly whose editorial staff
includes such men as Dr. Harry Rimmer, J. Oliver Buswell,
W. B. Riley, and others. In its January issue, W. B. Riley and
Dan Gilbert write about "The False Front of the Federal Council'.' under three heads: Its false claims, its false creed, and
its false conclusions. In no uncertain terms, the Council is
denounced and by documentary proofs its nature exposed.
Abraham Kuyper

Indissolubly linked up with the Free University of Amsterdam is the name of the great Dr. A. Kuyper, its father and
founder. No dissertation on Kuyper has yet been written by
any man studying at this unique institution. Some time ago
this honor was accorded him by an American, Dr. L. Vogel. But
December 23, P. Kasteel, associate editor of the Roman Catholic Dutch daily, Maasbode, received his Doctor's degree (in
literature) from the University of Louvain (Belgium) on the
dissertation, "Dr. Abraham Kuyper." What is more, !the
author, having carefully studied the correspondence between
Kuyper and Lohman, is very sympathetic toward Kuyper.
Hungarian Churches

February 1, 1939, the provincial Synod will meet at the behest
of the Hungarian Reformed Church General Convention to deal
with the situation "of the Hungarian Reformed Communities in
the regions which have been returned to Hungary by CzechoSlovakia, and . . . to arrange their union with the Hungarian
Reformed Church." Involved are 256 communities with a total
membership of 203,000 souls.
Strasbourg, 1538-1938

Just recently Strasbourg (France) commemorated the 400th
anniversary of a most momentous event. Four centuries ago,
John Calvin had been exiled from Geneva, and upon the insistent invitation of Bucer took up the work as preacher of the
French-Refugees church at Strasbourg. While there he worked
out a distinctly Reformed liturgy, discipline, and "the first Reformed book of Hymns and Psalms." Commemorations of this
kind serve a splendid purpose-to keep alive the arduous labors
of past generations upon whose shoulders we stand.
Beating Retreat

Dr. William Childs Robinson in the January issue of The
Mississippi Visitor speaks his mind about the revisions his denomination is making in the confession. Most of these revisions
are designed to tone down the confession's positive stand over
against Roman Catholic errors, and that at a time when these
errors are actually creeping into his Church. It appears to Dr.
Robinson, and rightly so, that the revisions are a retreat from
the "grand affirmations of the faith of our fathers." He contrasts this revision movement with the reviving convictions in
European countries. "The revisions sound retreat when reviving
convictions call for the Reveille." There must be a returnnot to the word of man, Troeltsch, or Ritschl, or any other
human being, but to the Word of God.
Ministerial Undersupply

"Is the Ministry Still a Profession?" Under this heading Dr.
H. S. Brown writes an illuminating article in The Presbyterian.
During the last five years, the number of candidates to the
ministry graduating from the Presbyterian Church's (U.S.A.)
twelve seminaries has dwindled from 246 in 1934 to 198 in 1938.
Of the 178 men ordained by the presbyteries last year only 150
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were trained in these seminaries. In one midwestern presbytery, of the 49 ministers, 23 possessed a Presbyterian background; the other 26 were from churches such as Congregational, Quaker, Methodist, Baptist, etc. From these statistics
it is quite plain that an increasing number of Presbyterian
young men in the colleges answer Dr. Brown's question in the
negative. The laborers still are few.
Coughlin Rebuked

In the Commonweal two prominent Roman Catholics, namely,
George N. Shuster, and Mgr. J. A. Ryan, refute with facts and
figures the contention of Father Coughlin that Jews were solely
responsible for the Communist upheaval in Germany and
Russia.
These Roman Catholics point out that Roman Catholic
Coughlin is confusing the revolution which established the Bolshevik state, with the revolution which destroyed the Czar and
his regime. Mgr. Ryan finds that Fr. Coughlin is "eager, or at
least willing, to promote anti-Semitism in the United States,"
and urges all Catholics to refrain from engaging in so dangerous
and sinful a practice.
League of Evangelical Students

The Fourteenth Annual Convention of the League of Evangelical Students will take place, the Lord willing, Feb. 17 to 19,
at Siloam Springs, Arkansas. Hosts to the convention will be
the students and the faculty of John Brown University. The
following addresses will be delivered: "The Bible, Salvation's
Book," by Dr. Clarence Bouma of Calvin Seminary; "Serving
Christ as a Campus Witness," by Dr. Lewis Sperry Chafer of
Dallas Seminary; "Serving Christ as a Foreign Missionary," by
the Rev. Charles J. Woodbridge, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church at Salisbury, N. C.; "The Christ, the Heavensent Savior," by Prof. R. B. Kuiper, of Westminster Seminary.
Prof. Bouma will also speak on, "Whose I Am and Whom I
Serve"; Dr. Chafer on, "The Cross, Salvation's· Price"; Prof.
Kuiper on, "The Resurrection, Salvation's Surety"; and Mr.
Woodbridge on, "The Faith That Saves." The theme of the
Convention is: "Saved for Service."
The League of Evangelical Students is an organization of
Bible-believing college, seminary, and Bible school students
interested in the defense and propagation of the Evangelical
Faith. It stands four-square for the faith once for all delivered
and would uphold and propagate that faith among Christian
students in America over against and in the face of the growing
unbelief and modernism of our day. Headquarters of the League
is at the Reformed Episcopal Seminary, 25 South 43rd Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. The Rev. Arthur 0. Olson, the General Secretary, travels from campus to campus throughout the school year
organizing and strengthening chapters of the League. The
League also has an advisory body known as the Board of
Trustees, consisting of outstanding orthodox leaders in the
pulpit and on faculties.
Membership in the League, though interdenominational, is
conditioned upon profession of and loyalty to the verities of
the Evangelical Faith as taught in the Scriptures and as maintained by orthodox Christianity. Both its Trustees and its
officers include adherents of the premillenarian as well as the
amillenarian view of the second coming of our Lord. The
officers of this student organization are the following: President,
Adrian De Young, Westminster Seminary; Vice-President, Vernon Grounds, Faith Seminary; Secretary, Harriet Peterson,
University of Minnesota. 'Edwin Deibler, a student at Dallas
Seminary, and Walter Willis, of Wheaton College, are the
remaining members of the Executive Committee.
All students and friends of students are cordially invited.
Lodging and breakfast will be furnished free to all out-of-town
delegates and visitors. Registrations to be sent ten days in
advance to Mr. Silas Hughes, John Brown University, Siloam
Springs, Arkansas. The Convention opens at 2 o'clock, Friday,
February 17, and closes Sunday evening, February 19.
J. G. VAN DYKE.

CORRESPONDENCE AND NEWS
Evangelizing the Unchurched in Holland.
Deventer, Holland,
December 24, 1938.

DeM CALVIN FORUM F'riends:
Having made our first acquaintance on an earlier occasion,
permit me now to begin cha:tting about some of the things of
interest in our church life in Holland.
And, first of all, I would like to touch upon the gospel mission
work among the unchurched, which in our country is known by
the name of "Evangelization." How do the Reformed Churches
[i.e., de Gereformeerde Kerken, in distinction from the State
Church, which is known as "Hervormd"] carry on this evangelistic ta&k?
You are, no doubt, agreed that Evangelization is the God-given
task of the Church. There is no exception allowed for in the
words of our Savior: "Preach the gospel to all creatures!" Not
only the heathen nations in distant lands, but also those living
in our immediate vicinity who have never heard of God or have
long since forgotten Him, must be led to the fold of the Good
Shepherd. However, it is not sufficient to acknowledge this and
to make it a subject of occasional discussion in our meetings.
We must to the work! And this can be accomplished only when
we are impelled by the love of Christ, that love which prompted
Paul to exclaim: "We beseech you, on behalf of Christ, be ye
reconciled to God."
Nor is this sufficient. We may be convinced of our duty in
the matter, and be even fil1ed with a burning zeal, but in addition to inspiration we need organization. Each one should not
carry on this task by himself as an individual. There should be
an organized effort. Only in unity is strength. In the battle
against the world and against unbelief the Church must be
united. Evangelization is not somebody's personal hobby. It
must be the united task of the organized church.
The practical organization of this gospel mission work in our
country runs along the following lines. In all cities and in the
larger villages as well there exists a Reformed Committee for
Evangelization. At least that is the ideal. In each case these
committees are under the supervision of the local consistory.
These committees throughout the land have been organized into
what is known as the Federation of Reformed Committees for
Evangelization in the Netherlands. This federation holds its
public rallies at statecl. times.
As yet this federation does not stand in direct organizational
contact with the highest judicatory of the Church, i. e., the General Synod. Hence, though locally the matter stands differently,
the Evangelization movement in its national organization is not
yet what it ought to be, viz., under the direct control of the
Church as a whole. I may add that this matter requires adjustment and that it is a subject on the docklet of the forthcoming
Synod to be held at Sneek.
Now let me give you a description of the way in which this
gospel mission work is carried on in the local communities, as
for instance in our own city of Deventer.
The local Evangelization Committee consists of a number of
sub-committees, each with its own specific task. There is first
of all the Sunday School Committee, which conducts Sunday
Schools in various neighborhoods. These Sunday Schools are
for the unchurched children only. They are usually held on
Sunday morning, but after the close of the regular morning worship. Each Sunday morning many brethren and sisters devote
their consecrated efforts and sacrifice their Sunday cup of coffee
[a Dutch institution!-Editor] for the sake of thus sowing the
seed of the Gospel in the hearts of the boys and girls who have
in many cases never heard of the Bible or of the Lord Jesus
Christ. The annual celebration of Christmas is an important
occasion for these Sunday Schools and upon completion of the
course, usually at the age of 15, each pupil receives a Bible.
Another committee devotes itself to Tract Distribution and
Personal Calls. This work is conducted as follows. For a
number of weeks religous literature is distributed in a definite
neighborhood. Usually this consists of tracts or a weekly gospel
sheet. In our city we have two such weeklies for this purpose.
The one bears the name Elizabeth Messenger ("De Elizabethbode") and the other Good Tidings ("De Goede Tijding"). As
stated, these are weeklies which make it their task to explain
the gospel in simple language.
When the distribution of such literature has been carried on
for some weeks and a certain contact has in this way been established, visits are made upon such families and the tract or gospel
weekly is made the point of contact for a conversation. This
part of the work, the most important of all the activities, is a
delicate matter and requires great tact. The people thus con-

tacted are almost invariably strangers to us and we to them,
and, what is worse, they have no connection with the Church
and are often hostile to the gospel. All may be spoilt by one
wrong word or even by a word spoken prematurely. If we fail
at this point and possibly are turned away at the door, you
can well imagine that it is a matter of ten to one whether we
will ever succeed in making the contact again.
This is an extensive phase of our Evangelization activities, in
which old and young can take part. The tract distributwn is
usually in charge of the young Christians, whereas the personal
calls are entrusted to the older and more experienced brethren
and sisters.
In my next letter I must tell you a little more about this
wonderful work. As I bid you good-bye for the present, let me
do so with my best wishes to all of my American readers for a
Blessed New Year. Though far apart, we are knit together in
the fellowship of the Faith. Let us also in the year 1!:139 stand
shoulder to shoulder under the banner of our blessed King in
the battle against unbelief.
P. PRINS.

Christianity in India
Adoni, Bellary Dist., South India,
December, 1938.
To the Editor,
'l'HE CALVIN PORUM,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dear Sir:
So amazing has been the general speed-up in communications
of recent years that shrinkage in space and time seems much
more than an illusion. Take the recent European embroglio, for
instance. The happenings in Munich and elsewhere were everybody's business here in India and the radio and air-borne mails
kept us informed almost hour by hour of the rapidly changing
political drama.
The international crisis naturally had its repercussions in
India and, as was to be expected, the reactions were varied. The
Indian Church went on its knees in prayer in unison with the
greater part of Christendom. · The ruling and feudatory princes
offered their swords to the King almost to a man. l!'rom the
ultra-nationalists, on the other hand, came ominous rumblings.
We were told that the time was ripe for renewed .efforts to "free
India and sweep British imperialism out of the country."
Mahatma Gandhi, ever a law unto himself, reacted rather unexpectedly. Writing in his paper, The Harijan, he says, "If I
were a Czech I would adopt 'non-violent' resistance against
Hitler." He concludes with the following statement of his pet
creed: "By defying the might of one who would deprive me of
my independence, I refuse to obey his will; if I perish unarmed
in the attempt, though I lose the body, I save my soul-that is,
my honor." 'l'he resulting clash between Gandhian Soul-force
and the Nazi mailed fist would have been unique and interesting, and if it had accomplished nothing else, it would at least
have freed England and France from their embarrassing obli~
gations to Czecho-Slovakia!
The Christian Church in India
Turning introspectively back to India, the observer is conscious of a state of acute unrest, not only in the political and
economic arenas, but in the deeper and more intimate religious
life of the people. With Hinduism worn threadbare, Islam
static, and Buddhism and kindred cults definitely out of the
picture, the thinking Indian automatically looks interestedly
at the faith that has been making steady progress for the past
century or longer. What he sees does not, I fear, make an altogether reassuring picture.
Without wishing to disparage in any way the splendid efforts
of a long line of godly missionaries from the West or individual
saints of my own Indian Christian community, let me mention
but three of the ways in which I feel the Church of India falls
short of accepted standards. First of all, due perhaps to the
extreme poverty-stricken conditions in which the great majority
of people were living when Christianity was brought to them,
they seem to have been slow in learning the "grace of giving."
They are still poor and it is much easier to "ask and get" than
to "sacrifice and give"!
Next comes the surprising lack of organized effort in the way
of service. I was amazed at the untiring zeal and activity displayed by many congregations I contacted during my visit to
the States. Then, owing possibly to the background of centuries of Hinduism, the average Christian seems to find it very
hard when it comes to applying practical principles of Christian
teaching in his every day life.
A distinguished Scottish missionary-educator in Madras re-
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cently summed up our difficulties thus: "Christianity is a living
faith. But is the Indian Church a living body? Several matters
require to be put right if .the Church is to become that vital
impulse which is necessary if it would grasp the opportunity of
raising a great National Indian Church out of that heritage
which Great Britain and America have passed on to India."
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The Free Reformed University- Amsterdam
Amsterdam,
December 17, 1938.

Dea1· D1'. Bourna:
In my previous letter I said something about the situation out
of which the Free University arose. In this I propose to sketch
Christianity and Nationalism
its· early history.
It has been said that for a long time Christianity in India
On the location and the name of the school the society had
has been a Western and exotic plant. There is, I rear, some
early decided. It was to be established in Amsterdam and to
truth in the indictment. Here is the view (not necessarily my
be known as the "Free University." "Free" is a homely and
own) of a Columbia trained Indian Christian, now a proressor inelegant
name for a university, but it was deliberately chosen.
in a South Indian university, recently expressed as follows:
Behind the choice lay nothing less than a philisophico-theolog"There has been too much of the 'mission compound mentality',
ical theory, the implications of which are even today engagmg
shutting Christians off from the outside world and its iri.fiuence,
the first reformed minds. Kuyper spoke of it in his rectoral
both good and bad. This is due more to an inadequate appreci- address as "souvereiniteit in eigen krmg," and Dooyeweerd and
ation of Indian art, culture, and literature; and even our food,
Vollenhoven have since systematized it mto a "Wijsbegeerte der
clothing, and style of living are at variance with the glor10us
Wetsidee." Of this large and original application of Kuyper's
heritage of our past. It is no wonder then that we and our idea I shall perhaps have occasion to speak again. Common to
Western missionary-leaders have been accused of being the rignt both is the insight that reality is broken up into relatively
arm of Imperialism. Indian Christians once stood sohdly ror definite spheres, each of which resides under laws . peculiar to
nationalism but the virus of communalism has been introduced
itself. 'l'o Kuyper and his followers this meant among other
into their ranks and is spreading fast.. To say that I am a
things that Church, State, and School were to be sharply disChristian first and an Indian afterwards is sheer nonsense. l
tinguished. Both the public and the parochial schools were in
their view palpable hybrids, acceptable only so long as men failed
am emboldened to assert that I am both an Indian and a Chris. tian because there is no inner contradiction between the two. lf or refused to recognize the inviolable individuality of each of
its components. 'l'he school they proposed to ernct was to be
being a Christian means eating roast beef, consuming whiskey,
supporting war and being an auen in my own country, .L am oruy independent of church and state alike. Only so, they believed,
an lndian and not a Chnstian. If being a Christian means sub- . could it answer to its own peculiar genius, fulfill its own particuscribing to western creeds and dogmas, rituals, and ceremornes, lar functions and obey the laws objectively valid for it. The
I am an Indian first and only slightly a Christian. But if being adjective "free" in its name came thus to have both a negative
an Indian means the possession of an eager desire to free my and a positive reference. On the one hand it stood for indecountry from foreign. domination and bemg a Christian means
pendence and sovereignty, on the other for loyalty and obedience.
complete loyalty to the spint which was in Christ Jesus, then l
i<'ree from alien institutional bonds, the school was to be bound
by the laws of God and the principles of His revelation.
am both an Indian and a Christian."
It was formally opened on October 20, 1880. There had been
a gathe1'ing the evening before in the Nieuwe Kerk, at which
Christian Influence on Hinduism
Dr. Hoedemaker delivered the main address, but it was not
I have been sometimes asked by friends in the Occident
until the following day that the school became an official reality.
whether there has been an appreciable Christian influence on
'l'he beginning was small. There were five students, five proIndian thought. In reply, let us turn to the great religious
movements m India, apart from Christianity, during the past fessors, and three faculties. Dr. Abraham Kuyper, Dr. P. L.
Rutgers, and Dr. P. J. Hoedemaker were appomted to teach
half century. Avowedly opposed to Christiamty, they have been theology,
D. P. D. Fabius to teach Law, and Dr. F. W. J. Dilloo
welcomed by the thoughtrnl Christian as the first signs of a
to teach Language and Literature. Kuyper was honored with
mighty revival of spincual and moral forces so long inert as to
the first Rectorship, and it was in this capacity and on this
be almost extinct. Studying the work and utterances of reform- occasion
that he de1ivered the address above referred to. It has
ers like the late Ram Monun Roy, Keshab Chunder Sen, and since
become a classic.
others, one cannot fail to recognize that it was by the impact of
The questions that faced the leaders of the new school were
Christian thought and teaching that those forces were generated
from which the Brahmo Samaj, Arya Samaj, and kindred cults especially three: Whence the money necessary for its continued
existence? whence the men of talent to occupy the unfilled
sprang into life.
chairs? and, whence the students? The first financial obstacle
I cannot do better than quote the words of a fine old Indian
was successfully hurdled. Forty men and women, remembered
Christian Judge who, referring to the new cults, wrote: "How by a grateful posterity as the "Founders," contributed the
much these new forms of faith have done to purify and eh~vate
100,000 guldens demanded by the law as initial capital. After
personal character, and domestic and social life, to how many
that it was the Kleine Luyden who stepped into the breach.
'expatriated spirtualisms' they have proved a haven of refuge
By small but steady contributions they kept the university alive.
from dreary agnosticism and fatal atheism, we joyfully recogWe know their calibre, for they have their kin among usnize. We realize, too, the unmistakable traces of Christian those men and women of modest means who, conscious of their
ideals, and the undisguisable flavor of Christian influence, in the stewardship, know what it means to sacrifice. They are seldom
forms and formulas, in the dogmas, in the very essence of these praised, for they work in secret and alone. It is only on rare
new religions. 'l'o rouse the dormant spiritual consciousness, to occasions that their significance awes. The 20th of October,
force it to put religion into the crucible of reason and experi- ·1905, was such an occasion here. On that date a purse of
ence, to make men think for themselves in the highest things 100,000 guldens, largely made up of small contributions, was
that life holds for humanity, instead of acquiescing in what they presented to the university authorities as an anniversary gift.
cannot approve, to breathe life into dead bones: is this not, inIn 1930, on the school's fiftieth birthday, a similar purse yielded
deed, an achievement worthy of the faith, the devotion, the con- nearly 500,000 guldens, and in 1937, the women alone, placed
300,000 guldens at the disposal of the Directors. For five years
secrated energy of a century of Christian effort?" One feels
instinctively that India would be poorer today but for these they had placed nickels and dimes in tin boxes provided for the
ethical-religious movements which have quickened the spiritual purpose, in order at the Kuyper centenary to make a tangible
life of so many of her intellectuals; and Christianity cannot in contribution to the continuation of that man's work.
The Free University is supported, of course, not merely by
justice be denied the credit for a large share in the genesis of
most of these movements emerging from the old philosophical the contributions of its members. Tuition and examination fees
constitute one source of income. Non-theological students pay a
systems that have existed in India for the past fifty centuries.
yearly tuition fee of 300 guldens, while theological students pay
one-third of that. By a special arrangement with the ReMadras Conference
formed Churches [i.e., de Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland]
There is at present being held in Madras a World Missionary two yearly church collections are made in behalf of the theological faculty, in return for which the church exercises a measConference at which delegates of more than thirty nationalities
ure of jurisdiction over that faculty. These collections amount
are expected. Including as it will men of the calibre of Dr.
John R. Mott of the U. S. A., and Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa of to about 40,000 guldens a year. An endowment, left by the
Japan, the gathering should prove of unusual interest to all Rev. Van Coeverden Adriani, yields a not inconsiderable. sum,
but I have not been able to determine its size. The Directors
Christians, and I hope to be able to write about it D. V. in my look to the school society members for a yearly contribution of
next letter.
150,000 guldens.
'Vishing you and your staff as well as all FORUM readers much
Whence the professors and whence the students? That quesblessing all through the New Year, nineteen thirty-nine,
tion was seriously and even anxiously asked when at the beginning there were only five of each. Now there are 26 professors
Fraternally yours,
3 lectors, and over 600 students. Next time I'll try to avoid
ARTHUR V. RAMIAH.
figures.
H. J. STOB.

